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ABSTRACT
Research into bilingual speech processing has recently begun to focus on the
nature of language dominance, or the extent to which one language dominates the
speaker‟s cognitive resources and abilities. It is assumed that bilingualism results in a
processing disadvantage because of the individual‟s need to distribute her cognitive
resources over two linguistic systems. Specifically, previous research has shown that
bilingual speakers take longer to retrieve words in the mental lexicon than monolingual
speakers. The more balanced the bilingual, the more this retrieval disadvantage will
manifest itself similarly in both languages as measured by the speed of lexical access in
each language.
Prior research in speech production has identified repetition as a factor which is
important for defining language dominance in bilinguals; for example, Gollan et al.
2005 found that after five repetitions of stimuli bilingual speakers named pictures as
fast as monolinguals. Ivanova and Costa 2008, however, found that while bilingual
speakers name pictures faster over a series of repetitions, they still name items with low
word frequency more slowly than those items with high frequency. However, they
named rare words even more slowly in their non-dominant language. Thus word
frequency, or the relative rareness of a word, is also an important factor in bilingual
speech.
The question remains, though, as to how persistent the effects of word frequency
and repetition are longitudinally. The studies cited above were both conducted only
over the course of one experimental session; the present study, on the other hand, looks
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at the additional effect of repetition over multiple experimental sessions. It was
hypothesized that language dominance could be manipulated by repeatedly accessing
lexical items over both the short and the long term (i.e., within an experimental session
and between multiple experimental sessions, respectively). Specifically, repeated lexical
access should result in a short term facilitation effect such that lexical items are named
more quickly in one language (the dominant language) than the other until at least the
third item repetition. In the long term, balanced bilinguals should be able to
consistently access lexical items with similar speed in both their dominant and
nondominant language after several weeks while unbalanced bilinguals should either
consistently name items faster in their dominant language, or present evidence of
competition between their dominant and nondominant languages in the form of
divergent performance between their two languages. Lastly, it was hypothesized that
low frequency words would be harder to access in the nondominant language over the
short term, but that this disadvantage should be modulated by repeated lexical access
over the long term.
Results of the experiment show that there was a main effect of short term
repetition and word frequency on lexical access, as is consistent with the studies cited
above. The interaction between dominant language and both short and long term
repetition was difficult to interpret due to a small sample population, but language
dominance is shown to be dynamic over the long term.
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INTRODUCTION
In an era more aware of the global span of language use than any other,
multilingualism has garnered special interest among social and cognitive scientists who
are concerned not only with how multilingualism informs our understanding of the
human language faculty, but also with how multilingual speakers negotiate the
pressures of assimilation into languages of wider communication. As a result, linguists
and speakers are correspondingly more aware of the risk of language loss. While
language documentation and, more recently, language conservation efforts, have been
remarkably effective in helping native speakers maintain cultural control over their
language autonomy (Hinton 2003), the data brought to bear on such projects rarely
includes any component of cognitive science. And, while traditional language
documentation and community-based projects in language conservation have
accomplished numerous goals, including increased proficiency among native peoples
(Watahomigie and McCarty 1996) and a heightened sense of native ownership of
language (Amery 2001), the incorporation of cognitively oriented questions and
methods may be highly informative for conservation projects. For example,
establishing more precise methods of quantifying the risk of language loss may help
speakers understand just which constituents in a community are likely to undergo
language attrition (for an example relating to heritage speakers, see O‟Grady, Schafer,
Perla, Lee, and Wieting 2009). Similarly, pursuing a more nuanced understanding of
language dominance among multilingual speakers may provide a basis for more
flexible strategies for language maintenance.
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In addition to the community benefits that cognitive science may foster, there are
also fundamental aspects of multilingual language processing – especially those of
dominance and attrition – that remain unstudied. As Joel Walters writes,
The investigation of loss and attrition in bilinguals presents an unresolved
problem regarding how to distinguish language structures that have been lost
from those which were never acquired… [I suggest] that attrition research
begin to address these problems by looking more closely at processing issues
(2005: x).
While this thesis does not claim to lay a foundation for distinguishing between
language which has been acquired from that which hasn‟t, it does take to heart Walter‟s
invocation of language processing as central to understanding the dynamics of
multilingual language use. In this thesis I have researched a specific psycholinguistic
question about the nature of language dominance in multilingual speakers which will
advance our understanding of human language processing. Namely, how does
language dominance change as a function of repeated retrieval in the context of lexical
access? Specifically, I test the following questions:
1. Does language dominance change in the short term (within an experimental
session) as a result of repeated lexical access? In other words, will lexical
access in both the dominant and nondominant languages be facilitated by
repeatedly naming items, or will effects occur only in one language? It is
possible that the repetition effect will only appear in one language (most
likely the nondominant language) especially if the speaker is a relatively
unbalanced bilingual who uses her dominant language most of the time. If
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there is a repetition effect in both the dominant and nondominant languages,
then will the size of the effect be the same in each language, or different?
Would there be an interaction between language dominance and the
repetition effect such that there is no significant difference in the speed or
accuracy of lexical access between participants‟ dominant and nondominant
languages after accessing lexical items repeatedly? Lastly, will the effect of
repetition be present in naming time after each successive repetition, or will it
be present only during certain repetitions (such as between repetitions 1-2 or
1-3)?
2. How does language dominance change over the longer term as the result of
repeated lexical access? In other words, will bilingual participants access
words equally quickly during successive experimental sessions with weeklong intervals between them? Moreover, will participants access words
equally quickly in their dominant and nondominant languages during
successive experimental sessions? Or, will there be an interaction between
language dominance and the session effect such that there is no significant
difference in the speed or accuracy of lexical access between participants‟
dominant and nondominant languages after multiple experimental sessions?
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: I first review relevant
psycholinguistic literature on language dominance and factors which interact with
dominance; then I present my research questions and their significance; then I outline
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the experiment that was conducted; finally, I conclude with a discussion of the results
and their implications.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Language dominance
Most multilingual speakers are not equally proficient in the languages they
speak (Mägiste 1985), and in fact, the phenomenon of multilingualism in general is
more of a dynamic set of processes than it is a static state of language knowledge
(Jessner 2003). It makes sense, then, that a key theoretical concept which has gained
currency in recent examinations of multilingualism is that of language dominance, or
the extent to which one language dominates the speaker‟s linguistic resources and
abilities. Recent research has investigated language dominance from a number of
perspectives, most notably that which seeks to determine the point at which an
individual‟s linguistic dominance switches from one language to another, as in cases of
adopted children who are then socialized into a new linguistic environment (Isurin
2000, Pallier 2007). Other research has focused on heritage language learners as a
population of interest, due to the fact that heritage learners may not have fully acquired
their L1 to begin with, and therefore exhibit linguistic abilities that may be somewhat
more prone to instability in certain respects than bilinguals who have fully acquired
both their L1 and the L2 (Polinsky and Kagan 2007).
However, there is little empirical research into the nature of language dominance
insofar as it relates to adult language processing. Multilingualism is usually contrasted
with monolingualism as constituting two absolute categories, instead of each category
being approached as the end points of a gradient on which different speakers may be
compared to each other vis à vis their relative proficiencies. That conceptualization is
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unfortunate, as the reality of multilingualism encompasses a range of proficiencies
which are subject to a variety of variables, such as age of acquisition, quality and
quantity of input, learner motivation, and the nature of the feedback loop in which
multilingual development occurs (Hamers 2004). The major factors affecting language
dominance, therefore, are both psychological and sociological in nature because they
result from the interplay between individual language use (both in terms of usage
choice and processing ability, and social constraints on language use. These factors, in
turn, comprise behavior (the amount and frequency of language use), attitude (L1/L2
preferences for language use and accompanying rationales), and opportunity (which
languages can be used in which contexts). As with many real world situations of
language use, there is such diversity in bilingual situations (see Dunn and Foxtree 2009
for an overview) that operationalizing language dominance remains difficult. While
age of acquisition (or, as it is sometimes conceived, the age of arrival to the L2
environment) and amount of L1 usage are often used as benchmarks for assessing
language dominance (for the reliability of these measurements see Flege, MacKay, and
Piske 2002), the variable effects of language restructuring may interfere with the ready
application of such measures of language dominance (Grosjean 1998).
Thus, language dominance, instead of being considered as a plus-or-minus
attribute, may be more usefully investigated in a way that reflects its variability.
Because that variability is time dependent – bilingual ability varies over a person‟s
lifetime – it would stand to reason that it is the relationship between language
dominance and longitudinal use which would provide a relevant starting point from
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which to make more nuanced conclusions about bilingual language dominance. Past
research which sought to establish methods of quantifying language dominance have
relied primarily on correlations between self-report data and performance on
standardized vocabulary tests, such as the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test PPVT; Lim
et al. 2008; Li, Sepanski, and Zhao 2006). These methods are not only not longitudinal,
but they also preclude the consideration of online data, such as reaction times, which
may be more informative for creating an empirical measure of the language dominance
gradient. One possible way of modeling language dominance with respect to
diachronic language use is to measure how proficiently a bilingual speaker can access
the structures of her dominant and nondominant languages repeatedly. For example, if
a speaker is initially better at naming pictures in the PPVT in her dominant language,
but one month later is better at naming in her nondominant language, then it „s not
unreasonable to hypothesize that something regarding her language dominance has
changed in the intervening month. Of course, situational factors may also be involved
in the difference of the results, such as participant motivation or stress. If the test were
given a third time, then the research could begin to address the nature of that difference
– testing whether it was, indeed, due to a switch in language dominance or not –
whence the role of repetition as a pertinent tool for investigating how language
dominance is a longitudinal phenomenon. The question remains, however, as to how
long the researcher waits between tests. An hour? A week? A month? By considering
how different scales of time affect bilingual speech production, a fuller picture of
bilingual language dominance might emerge. Lexical access is one part of the speech
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processing architecture which has received much attention in recent years in relation to
bilingual linguistic ability, so it is an apt area on which to focus the efforts of this thesis.
I will first discuss two factors which affect lexical access, word frequency and repetition,
and then explore them in the context of bilingual speech production. Then I will
present my research questions and hypotheses.

Factors affecting lexical access
Manipulating the effect of word frequency is one such way to distinguish
different levels of language dominance. In every language there are some words that,
by dint of their function and referential saliency, are spoken and heard more often than
others. For example, „table‟ in English occurs more frequently in speech than „ostrich.‟
These high frequency words contrast with those words which are used less frequently
in terms of the ease with which they are accessed during speech production. Word
frequency has long been established as an important factor in lexical access: Oldenfield
and Wingfield (1965) found robust differences between naming high and low frequency
words in picture naming tasks, in that high frequency words were named significantly
faster than low frequency words. Truscott and Sharwood Smith (2004:17) describe
word frequency in terms of the robustness of lexical activation, which „involves
repeated activation of items, resulting in lasting increases in their resting levels‟ in the
lexical processor. What is of fundamental importance to the frequency effect in lexical
access is exactly the issue of lastingness: how persistent is the frequency effect across
short and long term intervals, and is it prone to decay? If, in fact, word frequency is a
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measure of exposure to a particular lexical item – the more a speaker comprehends and
produces that lexical item, the more frequent (and, therefore, available) it becomes –
and if, according to Truscott and Sharwood Smith, repeated exposure results in
increasingly higher activation, then any particular lexical item should be easier to access
after every successive exposure to that item. In other words, even rare words with a
low frequency of use should have higher lexical frequency after each successive use,
and certainly over the course of a speaker‟s lifetime. This higher lexical frequency due
to repeated use should be reflected in faster naming times and higher naming accuracy
because the more a speaker produces a word, the higher its frequency weighting should
become and, therefore, the more accessible it should be.
One strategy for testing the short term persistence of frequency on access is by
repeating lexical items, which should make the items at least temporarily more
available during lexical access. Jescheniak and Levelt (1994), however, conducted an
experiment in which monolingual participants repeatedly named high and low
frequency words (three times each), and they found that the baseline frequency effect
was robust over the three repetitions. Therefore, the frequency effect persists over the
short term, even when lexical items have been recently activated. Similarly, while an
increase in age (such as from 18 years of age to 65 years of age) is likely to reduce
differences in naming time and accuracy between high and low frequency words, the
frequency effect still persists throughout adulthood. Newman and German (2005) found
that adolescents show a greater effect of word frequency on lexical access in a picture
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naming task than adults did, but even so the frequency effect did not disappear in
adults.
Other research has shown that the frequency effect is also present in bilingual
speech production, to the extent that bilingual speakers retrieve low frequency lexical
items more slowly and with less accuracy than high frequency items in both their
dominant and nondominant language (Caramazza, Costa, Miozzo, and Bi 2001).
Furthermore, bilingual language dominance can itself be interpreted as the result of a
frequency effect (at least in part), as the dominant language is most likely used more
frequently than the nondominant language. Presumably, the L1 lexical items are the
most available to the speaker (or most accessible) because they are the ones to which the
speaker has the most exposure, although in situations of L1 attrition, the L2 lexical
items become the most available. In either case, lexical access for both high and low
frequency words in the dominant language should be faster and more accurate for a
particular lexical item than in the nondominant language. Without taking word
frequency into account, Mägiste (1985) found that bilingual speakers were quicker in
their dominant language on a number of tasks, including picture naming. However,
she also found that language dominance changes as a function of time, in that children
who were bilingual in German and Swedish and who went to a German-language
school in Stockholm accessed words more quickly in their L2 – Swedish – after an
average of 5 years of residence in Sweden. This result suggests that, while word
frequency is an important factor in creating bilingual language dominance through
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exposure to lexical items, just as it is with monolingual speakers, the very nature of that
exposure underlies some of the dynamism of bilingual language dominance.
One way to investigate the fluidity of language dominance is to see how word
frequency and repetition interact during lexical access in bilingual speakers. Several
recent studies have looked into this question. Gollan et al. (2005) looked specifically at
the effect of repetition on bilingual naming times, comparing Spanish-English bilinguals
whose dominant language was English. They hypothesized that, because bilinguals use
each of their languages less frequently (each language is used less than 100% of the
time) than monolinguals use theirs (~100% of the time), bilinguals have necessarily
lower word frequencies for the majority of lexemes stored in their mental lexicon(s)
than monolinguals. They tested this hypothesis in two experiments. The first
experiment consisted of a picture naming and picture classification task in which
participants were asked to a) name a list of 90 items in English, and b) classify a second
list of 90 items. The presentation of lists and tasks were counterbalanced across
participants such that half of the participants named first and then classified, half
classified and then named, and that half named list A and classified list B and half did
the opposite. Thirty items in each list were only presented once; 60 items in each list
were repeated twice, for a total of three presentations, in both the naming and
classification tasks. The researchers found a bilingual disadvantage for naming which
persisted across the third repetition, with bilingual participants naming pictures
significantly more slowly than monolinguals, while picture classification between
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bilinguals and monolinguals showed no significant difference in reaction times,
suggesting that bilinguals access conceptual information as quickly as monolinguals.
The second experiment tested specifically whether the effect of longer naming
times in bilinguals persists across multiple repetitions. If bilinguals, in effect, have
lower word frequency values for words in their lexicons in general than monolinguals,
then the question remains as to whether or not bilinguals will consistently access words
more slowly than monolinguals. A set of 60 items was presented in a series of five
randomly ordered blocks, such that each item was named once before any items were
repeated, and that no items were named consecutively; the naming was again done in
English. While bilingual naming times were still significantly slower than monolingual
RTs at the third repetition, the researchers found that the bilingual naming
disadvantage disappeared by the fifth repetition, at which point bilingual participants
were naming pictures as quickly as monolingual participants. These results suggest
that, even though bilinguals may have lower availability overall for the lexical items
contained in their mental lexicon than monolinguals, this differential may be adjusted
with sufficient repetition. Thus, there may be an absolute number of repetitions of a
particular word needed in a given time range to attain native speaker-like fluency,
which bilinguals can progress towards. Obviously there are many factors which would
affect such progress, such as the time lag between repetitions or the semantic and
syntactic contexts that surround lexical access at the time. Additionally, defining the
range of time within which repeated lexical access will be effective would probably
vary from speaker to speaker, depending on considerations such as the age of the
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bilingual speaker in question as well as her language history. However, the conclusion
that bilingual ability can be manipulated by repeated lexical access does suggests that
bilingualism is a dynamic process which responds to changes in the quantity and
quality of input, instead of being homeostatic.
However, while Gollan et al. (2005) found that a bilingual disadvantage in
naming times disappeared by the fifth repetition of stimuli, they did not specifically
manipulate word frequency in their materials; therefore, it is difficult to compare the
findings of that experiment with the monolingual frequency effect found in Jescheniak
and Levelt (1994). I.e., there was no investigation into whether or not the naming
disadvantage disappeared for both high and low frequency words. Ivanova and Costa
(2008) question whether or not frequency effects really are mitigated by repetition,
especially because other research contradicts that claim and instead supports the idea
that frequency effects linger in bilingual word production across repetitions
(Caramazza et al. 2001, Navarette et al. 2006). These findings imply that frequency
effects (notably those from low frequency words) influence speech production generally
in bilingual speech production regardless of the amount of use of either the L1 or L2.
These features include longer naming latencies overall in both languages (as compared
to monolingual speakers of either language), and especially in the nondominant
language as compared to the dominant language.
Ivanova and Costa (2008) found that proficient bilingual speakers consistently
produced low frequency words in a picture naming task less quickly in their dominant
language than did monolingual speakers of that language. Gollan et al.‟s (2005) study
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of bilingual speakers‟ lexical access had been conducted on speakers whose first
language was not their dominant language – e.g., participants‟ L1 was Spanish, yet their
L2 English (acquired during childhood) was dominant – and thus there is potential in
these speakers for some effect of first language attrition to influence second, albeit
dominant, language lexical access. Ivanova and Costa (2008) tested Spanish dominant
Spanish-Catalan bilinguals against monolingual Spanish speakers in a picture naming
task and found that the bilingual speakers were slower in naming items in both their
languages. They also included a control group of Catalan dominant Catalan-Spanish
bilinguals, who named items in Catalan and Spanish and also had slower naming
latencies than the monolingual group. A set of 50 pictures which contained 25 high
frequency and 25 low frequency terms were presented to participants in five
experimental blocks, amounting to five repetitions of each term. Specifically, both
groups of bilinguals named words more slowly in general than monolinguals, and
named low frequency words significantly more slowly than monolinguals did.
Crucially, while the frequency effect was reduced with repetition, it was still present
during the last repetition. Moreover, bilingual speakers produced low frequency words
in their nondominant language even more slowly than in their dominant language.
Their findings indicate that bilingual speakers are in general slower at accessing lexical
items than monolingual speakers.
Gollan et al. (2008) observed robust effects of word frequency on naming times in
both the dominant and subordinate languages of bilingual speakers in a picture naming
task similar to that of Ivanova and Costa (2008), adding support to the conclusion that
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the bilingual disadvantage in lexical access is due at least in part to frequency effects.
The researchers tested monolingual English speakers against English dominant EnglishSpanish bilinguals and Spanish dominant English-Spanish bilinguals, assuming that the
bilingual participants a) would name pictures less quickly in English than monolingual
English participants, b) that English dominant bilinguals would name pictures less
quickly in Spanish than in English, and c) that Spanish dominant bilinguals would
name pictures more quickly in Spanish than in English. This study contrasts, therefore,
with Gollan et al. (2005) in that bilingual participants named items in both of their
languages, and in the specific testing of the effects of words frequency on lexical access.
Items were chosen and matched for low and high frequency, and then divided by
pseudo-random assignment into three lists. Participants were asked to name the
pictures as they appeared on a computer screen, and were shown all three lists.
Monolinguals named all items in English, and bilinguals named one item list in English,
one item list in Spanish, and the third item list in which ever language they chose (a
condition included for a separate study on voluntary language-switching). The order in
which bilinguals named the pictures was counterbalanced across participants. Unlike
Gollan et al. (2005) and Costa and Ivanova (2008), items were not repeated. The
researchers found that English dominant bilinguals named both high and low
frequency words more slowly than English monolinguals, and more slowly still in their
subordinate language, Spanish. Secondly, while all participants named low frequency
items significantly more slowly than high frequency items, bilinguals named low
frequency items in both their languages significantly more slowly than monolinguals.
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While there may be an immediate effect of both word frequency and repetition
on naming times for picture naming tasks with bilingual subjects, as yet there is no
conclusive evidence as to how persistent that advantage is over longer periods of time;
hence the motivation for the experiment described in this thesis. Specifically, while
repetition of items was a component of previous studies (Ivanova and Costa 2008,
Gollan et al. 2005) in which subjects were exposed to items repeatedly within one
experimental session, neither considered how repetition affects lexical access in
bilinguals across multiple sessions. Thus, it is difficult to generalize about the
persistence of word frequency effects over multiple experimental sessions, or to tell
whether or not a repetition effect represents an increased ability to access words in the
lexicon, or rather the process of learning the task. By investigating more closely how
frequency effects are modulated by stimuli repetition , we can begin to understand how
to tease apart relative language dominance as it relates to lexical access in real world
language use, which is not concentrated in small, intense periods like that of an
experimental session. I.e., how does a bilingual speaker‟s lexical access in both the
dominant and subordinate language react to word frequency across repetitions within
an experimental session, and how will frequency effects be expressed longitudinally
between several experimental sessions?
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HYPOTHESES
There is a clear bilingual disadvantage in lexical access such that bilingual
speakers are a) generally slower to access lexical items than monolingual speakers, and
b) slower to access lexical items in their nondominant language than in their dominant
language (Gollan et al. 2005, Ivanova and Costa 2008). However, the relationship
between the dominant and nondominant languages in bilingual speech production is
still far from being fully explained, especially when considering how both languages
are used relative to each other. Specifically, it remains to be seen how language
dominance is subject to change through increased language use over various
increments of time. In the hopes of providing some insight into this nadir, the
following section outlines the research questions tested in this experiment. [N.B.] An
increase in short term language use is operationalized in this thesis as the block
repetition factor, while an increase in long term language use is operationalized as the
session factor.

1. Does language dominance change in the short term (within an experimental
session) as a result of repeated lexical access?
The repetition effect observed in other studies is clearly facilitative in nature:
repeatedly naming lexical items results in faster naming times in both the dominant and
nondominant language. The first aim of the experiment presented in this thesis, then, is
to reproduce these results, while the second aim is to delve further into the profile of
that facilitation in bilingual speakers. That being said, there should be a simple main
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effect of repetition on naming times in both the dominant and nondominant languages
during the short term (Ivanova and Costa 2008, Gollan et al. 2005). A question related
to this prediction is, over how many repetitions within the experimental session will the
effect persist before reaching an apparent floor? Ivanova and Costa (2008) found that a
decrease in naming time was observed for each of five repetitions within their
experiment, while Gollan et al. (2005) found that the decrease persisted only across
three of the five repetitions within their experiment; from there RTs remained constant
for the last two repetitions. Based on these results, I hypothesize that the repetition
effect will persist across at least three item repetitions.
Going beyond simple main effects, if there is a repetition effect in both the
dominant and nondominant languages, then will the size of the effect be the same in
each language, or different? Based primarily on the results presented in Ivanova and
Costa (2008), it would seem that the size of the repetition effect is similar in both the
dominant and nondominant language. In other words, speakers improve similarly, on
average, in the speed of naming in both languages after five item repetitions (or, the
rate of change in naming speed was not significantly different between languages, even
though the actual speed of naming in each language were different). Unfortunately, the
authors include no discussion of the interaction between testing language and
repetition, so it is not possible to tell whether or not there was any change in language
dominance over the short term; i.e., if speakers became faster in one language relative to
the other. Even if bilingual participants name items more slowly overall in their
nondominant language over five item repetitions than in their dominant language,
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there may still be an interaction such that the reaction time differential between naming
in the dominant and nondominant languages changes significantly.
This potential change could occur in three different directions. Firstly, if naming
times in the dominant language approach those of the nondominant language (i.e.,
reaction times in the dominant language become longer across repetitions), then it is
reasonable to posit that competence in the dominant language is affected by increased
use of the nondominant language. This situation would seem characteristic of
unbalanced bilinguals, for whom increased use of the nondominant language can
produce competition with the dominant language during lexical access due to the
difficulty in choosing between two lexical representations – one from each language that are both highly activated (the so-called „hard problem,‟ which proficient bilinguals
generally do not encounter; see Finkbeiner, Gollan, and Caramazza 2006 for a review of
theories addressing why this problem arises). Secondly, if naming times in the
nondominant language converge upon those of the dominant language by becoming
faster across repetitions, then it would appear that an increased amount of naming is
facilitative for the nondominant language. In other words, the speaker becomes more
balanced during the short term, at least. Lastly, if reaction times in the nondominant
language become much longer after multiple repetitions, then that result suggests that
lexical access in the nondominant language is inhibited relative to lexical access in the
dominant language. On the one hand, this scenario may mean that the dominant
language is facilitated relative to the nondominant language, or on the other hand it
may mean that the nondominant language is harder to access due to some mechanism
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such as inhibition. That is, the dominant language may be easier to access precisely
because access to the nondominant language is being inhibited at the same time,
perhaps as a result of competition between the two languages. If there is no interaction
at all between repetition and language dominance, then one can conclude that language
dominance does not change over the short term.

2. How does language dominance change over the long term as the result of
repeated lexical access?
Previous research that has investigated the longitudinal nature of language
dominance has focused either on isolated cases (i.e., one child in Isurin 2000) or done so
in such a way that takes into account neither frequency effects nor repetition effects
(Mägiste 1985). Thus, it remains to be seen whether or not short term bilingual speech
production behavior can truly be used to generalize about bilingual speech production,
especially considering the dynamic nature of the bilingual language processing
architecture (Jessner, 2003). Indeed, because both Isurin (2000) and Mägiste (1985) were
investigating a shift in language dominance (which was ultimately a product of
language shift itself [Gal 1979], albeit on different sociological scales), it is logical to
posit that lasting change in language dominance is the result of cumulative changes in
small aspects of language use, such as the ease with which a bilingual speaker can
access words in one language versus the other.
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With that intuition in mind, the second research question pursued in this thesis
pertains to the long term nature of language dominance. Repetition within an
experimental session produces longitudinal data insofar as repeated measurements are
taken over a period of time, but the intervals between the repeated measures are quite
short – only a matter of minutes. Repeating the experimental session itself, or what
could be seen as repetition over longer blocks of time, provides another metric for
assessing how bilingual language dominance is or is not subject to change; for the
purposes of this experiment, the repeated measures were taken after week-long
intervals. For example, it may be the case that all participants initially access lexical
items more slowly across repetitions in their nondominant language than their
dominant language, but over time are able to access those items with similar speed in
both their dominant and nondominant languages even if there is still a main effect of
repetition. Such a result would point to those participants as being balanced bilinguals
who, due to their current linguistic environment (i.e., weighted towards the use of one
language: English, in the case of Honolulu), are not able to use both languages the same
amount in daily use but who can quickly revert to being equally proficient in both
languages with enough exposure. If the time that it takes to become rebalanced is fairly
short – only a matter of weeks – then those speakers can be assumed to have a high
level of flexibility in the relationship between their two languages. If, on the other hand,
participants consistently name items more slowly in their nondominant language from
session to session, then there would be no apparent long term facilitation through
repeated lexical access. In other words, if those speakers show no improvement in their
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ability (as evidenced by decreased reaction times) to access words in their nondominant
language (as measured from the first repetition of session 1 to the first repetition of
successive sessions), then they are not becoming more balanced bilinguals over the
duration of the experiment. This result would suggest that changes in language
dominance are either short lived (decaying after the duration of each experimental
session), and/or that they require time spans longer than a few weeks to appear and/or
a great deal more input (perhaps because of such short term decay). Lastly, if
participants show diverging naming times – if the difference between naming times in
their dominant and nondominant languages becomes increasingly large after successive
experimental sessions – then it is possible to reach one of two conclusions depending on
whether the naming times of the dominant or the nondominant language are the
divergent ones. If naming times are faster in the nondominant language while naming
times in the dominant language remain constant or get longer, then increased used of
the nondominant language is causing the dominant language to become less available
during lexical access. If naming times are faster in the dominant language while
naming times in the nondominant language become longer, then the nondominant
language is becoming less available during lexical access. Both of these outcomes could
be the result of competition between the dominant and nondominant languages, or of
interference between the two languages, but an interpretation using either process
would require the application of specific models of how a bilingual‟s two languages are
stored in the mind, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it is possible to
argue that if competition and/or inhibition arises during bilingual lexical access, that
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would be an indication that the speaker was an unbalanced bilingual. If that
competition/interference persists across multiple experimental sessions, then the
amount of increased lexical access present in this experiment is not sufficient to help
that bilingual speaker become more balanced.

3. Is the frequency effect expressed differently over the long and the short term?
While Gollan et al. (2005) found that words were named at the fifth repetition as
quickly by bilinguals as by monolinguals, word frequency was not an overt condition in
their materials. In contrast, Ivanova and Costa (2008) found robust effects of frequency
on naming times in both the dominant and nondominant languages across repetitions
when compared to monolinguals. Moreover, even as both high and low frequency
words were being named more quickly in general across repetitions by bilinguals, low
frequency words were still named significantly more slowly than high frequency words
on the fifth repetition within a session. Therefore, one would expect speakers to name
items for both high and low frequency words significantly more quickly across
repetitions in one experimental session, as is consistent with previous studies. In
addition, word frequency should influence naming times across items, such that low
frequency words will be named more slowly than high frequency words upon the first
encounter, and while naming times for all items should decrease upon subsequent
encounters, low frequency items should continue to be named more slowly than high
frequency items. As Wingfield (1968:226) notes, „operationally, then the speed with
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which an object is identified might be expected to relate in some systematic manner to
its a priori probability in the environment.‟ If a participant‟s future expectation of an
item in a naming task increases due to repetition of that item in the past (i.e., previous
repetitions in a session, or between sessions), then the process of accessing that lexical
item should happen more quickly. Therefore, naming times in both the nondominant
and the dominant language should be subject to a main effect of frequency such that
high frequency items will be named more quickly than low frequency items. However,
assuming that repetition increases the speed of lexical access, there should be an
interaction between frequency and repetition such that repetition of items will result in
faster naming times for all items, but more so for low frequency items because their
frequency threshold is the most likely to change with repeated access (Levelt, 1989). In
other words, there should not be a floor effect for naming low frequency words across
repetitions within an experimental session, while there may be a floor effect for high
frequency words in the same context merely because they are accessed so often.
Yet, results from Ivanova and Costa (2008) contradict that expectation that low
frequency words will always be increasingly available to access on subsequent
repetitions. They found a robust effect of frequency on naming times for all items
across all five repetitions in their experiment, but closer inspected revealed that the
majority of the frequency effect was borne by the low frequency words. That means
that while both high and low frequency words were named more quickly over the five
repetitions in the experiment, low frequency words were named relatively less quickly
than their high frequency counterparts on subsequent instances (even though the low
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frequency items were named more quickly on repetition 5 than repetition 1). It may be
that only five instances of accessing low frequency items are not enough to have an
impact on the frequency weights of those items. In light of these data, I posit that the
frequency effect should be present across repetitions during the short term as is
consistent with Ivanova and Costa‟s (2008) findings, but that the frequency effect
should be modulated over the long term.
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EXPERIMENT1
Methods
Participants
Twelve Spanish-English bilinguals participated in the study; one participant
declined to finish the study so eleven participants completed the experiment.
Participants were all recruited from Honolulu, Hawai„i, and each one received $10 per
experimental session they completed. All participants completed a demographic
questionnaire which included questions on language history. The questionnaire also
included the Bilingual Dominance Scale (Dunn and Fox Tree 2009), which provides a
gradient scale for scoring bilingual language proficiency by assessing the relative
weights of both languages in relation to speaker language history and usage. One
advantage to this gradient scale is that it explicitly aims to address bilinguals who may
be undergoing linguistic restructuring – trading off the gain of more fluency in one
language by losing fluency in the second language (Grosjean 1998) – a process which
tends to be prevalent among university age (and older) adult bilinguals who interact in
a variety of linguistic environments. A second advantage to this scale is the fact that it
provides three different ways to assess bilingual dominance. The first two is by
determining weights for each of the two languages that a bilingual speaker speaks. For
example, someone who is bilingual in French and English would receive a score for
French proficiency, and a separate score for English proficiency. Each of those scores
can be looked at as weights in the favor of either language: the higher the score, the
This research was declared exempt from institutional review by the Committee on Human Subjects, IRB
registration no. IOR0000169
1
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more weight that language carries in the speaker‟s dominance assessment. Thus, a
person with an English weight of 17 and a French weight of 12 could be assessed as
being more dominant in English. However, the difference between the weights is also a
measure of dominance: the hypothetical speaker has a difference of 5 between her
relative weighting, while her brother may be weighted as 19 in English and 10 in
French, with a greater difference in his linguistic weights than his sister. Thus, the
brother would be evaluated as more English dominant than his sister, but she would be
seen as being more balanced than her brother.
The scoring option used for this experiment was that of using the largest
language weight to determine dominance. The participants were evenly distributed
into language dominance groups according to the gradient scale: six participants were
English dominant and six participants were Spanish dominant. A clear majority,
however, had Spanish as their L1 (n = 9). Table 1 shows participant characteristics
obtained from the questionnaire. Spanish dominant and English dominant participants
did not differ significantly by age F1(1,9) = 1.35, p = 0.28. However, Spanish dominant
participants did report being exposed to their nondominant language at a later age than
English dominant participants (Table 2).
Table1: Participant demographic information for participants who completed the study

Characteristic
All (n = 11)
Females (n = 9, 82%)
Males (n = 2, 18%)

Age
M
SD
30
7
29
8
31
8

Years in USA
M
SD
18
8
19
9
14
4
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Table 2: Bilingual dominance information for participants who completed the study

Characteristic
Age
Age of exposure to English
Age of exposure to Spanish
Score on Spanish dominance gradient
Score on English dominance gradient

Spanish dominant
(n = 6)
M
SD
33
6
14
5
2
3
19
3
6
4

English dominant
(n = 5)
M
SD
27
9
4
2
5
7
7
7
24
6

Materials
Participants saw one set of pictures comprised of black and white photographs of
44 body parts photographed using an adult male model. These items were initially
designed for use in the HALA Project (O‟Grady et al. 2009). This project tests the speed
of lexical access in bilingual speakers, and items in the HALA tests are grouped
together in three strata according to (a) their lexical frequency as obtained from the
English Lexicon Project (ELP; Balota et al. 2007), (b) intuitive ratings by researchers in
the experiment design group, and (c) pilot data obtained from speakers fluent in a
range of languages. Stratum one contains easily accessible words, such as „face‟;
stratum two contains words which are of intermediate difficulty to access, such as „lips;
and stratum three contains words which are the most difficult to access, such as „ankle.‟
There were no fillers included, so all items presented to participants are experimental.
Initial testing of the items on six participants indicated that the number of items
was too high in relation to the time necessary to complete the experiment. After
consideration of RT and accuracy profiles of the 44 original items, 24 were chosen for
the final item list (eight items per stratum). The chosen items were all named with
above 80% accuracy in the pilot study, and their naming latencies were within one
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standard deviation of the mean of a stratum within a stratum. The RT and accuracy
data from those six pilot participants for the shortened item list were then incorporated
into the final data analysis because their mean reaction times for each stratum were
within 2.5 standard deviations of the stratum means of the larger data set (for a
complete list of both the long [pilot] and short [final] lists of items, see Appendix A).
Lexical frequency for the items in English was then compared with lexical
frequency in Spanish, obtained from the LexEsp corpus (Sebastián-Gallés, Martí,
Cuetos, and Carreiras 2000; accessed through BuscaPalabras, Davis and Perea 2005).
Table 3 presents the mean and standard deviation for each stratum for lexical frequency
in both English and Spanish. A correlation analysis of the two sets of total frequencies
shows low correlation by item, r = .34, p > .05; however, the average lexical frequency in
English by stratum correlates extremely highly with the average frequency in Spanish
by stratum, r = .99, p < .01. However, the sizes of the corpora used to obtain the lexical
frequency for the test items are not the same: the ELP uses a corpus which has 131
million tokens, while the LexEsp corpus only contains 5.5 million tokens. When relative
frequencies (the number of tokens per lexical item divided by the total number of
tokens in the corpus as a whole) are considered, a similar pattern emerges: there is low
correlation by item between the two languages, r = .34, p = .05, while there is high
correlation by stratum, r = .99, p < .01. A correlation analysis of the log frequencies by
item also shows a robust correlation between the two frequencies, r = .47, p = .01, while
the relative log frequencies show low correlation, r = -.08, p = .35. The total log
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frequencies by stratum are not significantly correlated, r = .88, p = .16, as are the relative
log frequencies by stratum, r = .01, p = .50.
During each experimental session, items were presented in blocks of five
repetitions per language. Thus, participants named each item five times per language
during an experimental session. Experimental sessions were repeated either two or
four times. Within a naming repetition, items were blocked by stratum. Therefore,
high frequency items were named first, then medium frequency items, then low
frequency items. The items within each strata block were randomized. Two item
orders were created, both of which the participants received during each session. One
order was named in English and the other in Spanish, so participants named each item
five times per language, or ten times per session total. Thus, there were 120 trials per
language, or 240 trials total per experimental session. The resulting experimental
design has one between items factor, stratum, and four within items, language
dominance, language, repetition, and session. There is one between subjects factor,
language dominance, and four within participants factors, language, stratum,
repetition, and session.
Table 3: Average and standard deviation of item frequency by stratum

Stratum
1
2
3

English Frequency
M
SD
103072
123582
13914
2709
4286
2375

Spanish Frequency
M
SD
182478
127662
43103
33168
24934
47589
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Procedure
Participants were divided in two groups: the first group participated in two
experimental sessions, one week apart, and the second group participated in four
sessions over four consecutive weeks. The rationale for these two groups was to see
firstly whether or not participants in the second group, with twice as much exposure to
the materials, named pictures more quickly in general than the first group by the end of
their fourth experimental session. Secondly, more experimental sessions allow for
having a longer perspective on the time course of change in language dominance, as
measured by the relative speed of lexical access in the dominant and nondominant
language. If participants‟ language dominance is subject to change over time, then it
remains to be seen how long a measure of time is necessary to observe that change.
Should participants not exhibit any interaction between the repetition of experimental
sessions and their dominant language during two experimental sessions, then the
addition of two more experimental sessions provides twice as much time during which
to observe potential shifts in language dominance.. As Table 4 shows, sessions were 9.4
days apart on average (SD = 2.5 days), which presents a fairly consistent interval for
measuring longitudinal performance.
Table 4: Distance (in days) between experimental sessions

Session
1-2
2-3
3-4
Total

Days between session
M
SD
8.9
4.4
7.5
1.8
11.8
1.3
9.4
2.5
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Experimental sessions consisted of viewing four Flash movies on a computer,
two for the body part naming task and two for a related but separate task which will
not be discussed here (these unrelated items consisted of pictures designed to elicit
nature term names, such as „mountain‟). Participants named the first movie in one
language and the second movie in the other language. Each movie began with a green
start triangle that the experimenter clicked with the mouse to begin the practice items.
A series of six black and white practice items followed, each of which was unrelated to
the semantic domain of body part terms. A second green start triangle followed the
practice items, which the experimenter clicked with the mouse to begin the experiment.
Both the practice and experimental items were presented simultaneously with a
short beep, and appeared with a red circle around the specific body part region to be
named. Participants were orally instructed by the experimenter to name aloud the
body part indicated by the circle as quickly as they could. Figure 1 shows an example
of the item presentation. The image with the circle remained on the screen for 3500ms,
and thereafter the red circle disappeared and the image remained for another 500ms.
Reaction time was measured from the onset of the image/beep to the onset of the
naming utterance.
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Fig. 1: Example test item, ‘stomach’
a.

With indicator circle (3500ms)

b. Without indicator circle (500ms)

Participants spoke into a microphone connected to the computer and were
recorded in mono at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz using Audacity 1.3 Beta (Audacity
Team, 2008). The recordings were saved as .WAV files. The experiment was tested
prior to data collection to make sure that the Flash movie timing was not affected by the
concurrent use of Audacity, and no significant processing delay was observed.
Participants were tested individually in either a sound attenuated booth using a PC
computer with a Sony F120 microphone and Creative SBS35 speakers (n = 29 sessions),
or in a quiet place (i.e., away from loud ambient noise sources such as street traffic or air
conditioners; n = 8 sessions) using a Toshiba Satellite laptop with internal RealTek
Speakers and an external Sony F-V620 microphone. In both settings the microphone
was positioned such that it detected both the speech stream and the item onset beep
from the movie projected through the speakers. In most cases, this meant that the
participant held the microphone.
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In each session participants were shown four movies. The movies were shown in
two blocks of two movies, with a 5 minute break between blocks. The first block
consisted of one running order of the body part items and one running order of the
nature items; the second block consisted of the second running order of the body part
items and the second running order of the nature items, in that order. Each participant
was tested in both Spanish and English. Four movie presentation orders were created
by balancing testing language with item running order. This was done to account for
the fact that participants might name items more quickly during the second movie due
to the fact that they‟d already seen them in a particular order during the first movie. In
other words, during each session half of the participants named items first in English
then Spanish, and half named the items first in English and then in Spanish. Also
during each session, half of the participants saw the first item running order and then
the second, while half saw the second running order and then the first. Those
participants who participated in four sessions (n = 6) saw every testing order, but were
counterbalanced over which order they saw first: n = 2 saw orders 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
succession; n = 1 saw orders 2, 3, 4, and 1 in succession; n = 1 saw orders 3, 4, 1, and 2 in
succession; and n = 2 saw orders 4, 1, 2, and 3 in succession. Those participants who
participated in two sessions (n = 6) were counterbalanced over the first and fourth
testing orders. Thus, n = 3 saw orders 1, 4 and n = 3 saw orders 4, 1.
Table 5: Testing order by language and item list

Block
1
2

Order 1
Body.1 - Spanish
Body.2 – English

Order 2
Body.2 – Spanish
Body.1 – English

Order 3
Body.1 – English
Body.2 - Spanish

Order 4
Body.2 – English
Body.1 – Spanish
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Data Analysis
Naming times were coded by hand from the audio files using Praat software
(Boersma and Weenink 2009) and the following protocol. First, the sound file was
annotated as a textgrid, which was divided into segments corresponding to (a) the
duration of time from the onset of the beep (denoting the presentation of a new trial) to
the onset of the naming response, and (b) the duration of the participant‟s response
from utterance onset to the onset of the next trial. The critical segment is (a), or the
duration of the beep plus the duration of the silence before the onset of the participant‟s
response. This segment constitutes the naming latency for each trial. Segment (a) was
coded with „beep‟ and segment (b) was coded with the actual response that the
participant gave. Any vocalized hesitation on the part of the participant such as „um‟ or
„ah‟ was included in segment (a). If determiners were included with a name (e.g., la
mano, „the hand‟), then they were included in segment (a) as part of the naming latency
itself instead of as part of the naming time.
The segmentation was accomplished by adding boundaries to the Praat textgrid
by hand instead of by using a button box. This technique allows for greater precision in
determining naming times and prevents trial loss from noncritical sounds. By using
Praat to annotate sound files, trials that would normally be invalidated by the presence
of „um‟ or „uh‟ followed by the correct label can be counted as correct and still included
for RT analysis because the coder can include the nonverbal sound in the latent time
segment. Trials that counted as accurate were those in which the participant either
provided the target name, or gave an acceptable synonym (for a list of the synonyms
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allowed, see Appendix B). Names that were phrasal in nature, such as „right leg‟ or
„dedo de la mano‟ („fingers of the hand‟) were counted as accurate, but excluded from RT
analysis because they involve syntactic processing that would be absent from pure
lexical access.
Data from one participant from the two-session group were excluded prior to
trimming the data due to the fact that that participant had not completed both
experimental sessions. Thus, the participant groups were slightly unbalanced (twosession group, n = 5; four session group, n = 6). Three analyses were performed on the
resulting data: one for accuracy, one for RTs based only on accurate data (Trimmed
RTs), and one for RTs based on inaccurate plus accurate data (All RTs). For the analysis
of only accurate responses, 12.6% of the total data was removed due to inaccurate
responses (11% of the two-session group data and 12% of the four-session group data)
and an insignificant amount of data (< .01%) was removed after a 4000ms fixed cutoff
was applied (all trials were trimmed from the four-session group).
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RESULTS
All participants completed two sessions of the experiment, so the results will be
discussed first by a general comparison of all participants‟ performance over sessions 1
and 2 (n = 11), followed by subset analyses of all those participants who completed four
experimental sessions (n = 6). Lastly, subset analyses are presented by language
dominance grouping, i.e., (a) English dominant participants and (b) Spanish dominant
participants. Although participants were initially balanced across dominance groups,
(n = 6 for each), the English dominant group was reduced to five participants due to the
removal of the aforementioned participant who did not complete the experiment.
However, the dominance groupings are still relatively even, so comparisons between
them should be informative. Due to the fact that some participants in each dominance
grouping participated in four experimental sessions while some participated in two
sessions, only sessions 1 and 2 will be considered for analysis by language dominance.
The analysis of each subgroup will proceed in the following fashion. First, main
effects will be presented. In the case of the general overview group and the four-session
group the main effects include language dominance, testing language, dominant
language, session, repetition, and stratum. In the case of the language dominance
groupings, all of those factors except language dominance will be presented; as each
language dominance group represents only participants of that particular language
dominance profile, comparisons with the other language dominance profile are
impossible (although they can, of course, be obtained from the general overview
group). Secondly, interactions between the following effects are presented for the
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general overview cohort and the four-session group: testing language by session,
testing language by repetition, dominant language by session, and dominant language
by repetition. For the dominance groupings, only testing language by session and
testing language by repetition are presented because the dominant language for each
dominance group corresponds to one of the testing languages; for instance, for the
English dominant group, English is the dominant language for every participant in that
subgroup, so an analysis by dominant language merely replicates the analysis by
testing language. Because there are many factors to discuss in the analysis of each
subgroup, tables listing the exact means and standard deviations for each experimental
factor are presented in Appendix C instead of in the presentation of the results below.
An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. All cases in which sphericity was
violated during the repeated measures analysis of variance were corrected by the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction. Corrected degrees of freedom are reported in the text,
while original degrees of freedom appear in footnotes.
Overview for sessions 1-2 (n = 11)
Main effects
Language dominance
A repeated measures analysis of variance for the language dominance factor
results in a nonsignificant effect for all dependent measures by participants, all Fs < 1,
but a by items analysis produced a significant effect in naming times for All RT, F2(1,23)
= 11.39, p = .003, Trimmed RT, F2(1,23) = 48.35, p < .001. Naming accuracy by items was
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nonsignificant for the language dominance factor, F2(1,23) = 2.19, p = .15. However, as
can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, English dominant participants (n = 5) named items
numerically more quickly and more accurately overall than Spanish dominant
participants (n = 6). These results suggest that there is not enough power in the analysis
by participants; with a larger sample size the effect of language dominance may be
robust by participants as well for All RT and Trimmed RT. The consistently
nonsignificant results by items and by participants for accuracy suggest a ceiling effect,
as naming accuracy is relatively high for both dominance groups (> 85% in both
languages tested; see Fig. 4 below).

Naming times (ms)

Figure 2: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) for the language dominance factor, n = 11
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Figure 3: Mean accurate naming times for the language dominance factor, n = 11
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Figure 4: Mean naming accuracy for language dominance factor, n = 11
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Considering that the participants cluster into two distinct dominance groups
according to their answers on the language history and dominance questionnaire, this
result should not be surprising because, while the participants in the two groups have
different language dominances, they are still dominant in one language and
nondominant in the other language. Thus, both groups should perform similarly on the
task when the data are collapsed over testing language. When the data are not so
collapsed, it would be reasonable to expect that language dominance would be a robust
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predictor of naming performance as it interacts with testing language: the Spanish
dominant participants should name items more quickly and more accurately in
Spanish, and the English dominant participants should name items more quickly and
more accurately in English. It should also be expected that all participants should name
items more quickly and more accurately in their dominant language; those results will be
presented below.
It may be that the small number of participants limits the results; this possibility
is supported by the significant effect of language dominance on naming times by items
(n = 24 items), but not by participants (n = 11 participants). Or it may be that the
gradient scale of bilingual language dominance does not positively correlate with online
naming performance. Alternatively, the participants who participated in this study
may not, in fact, have been very similar with respect to the nature of their bilingual
abilities, even as measured by the gradient bilingual dominance scale. E.g., there may
be more variability between the two language dominance groups with respect to
important features of their language acquisition, such as the age of exposure to the L2,
or the age of exposure to their dominant language (see Table 4 for the relevant
demographic information). This fact alone, or when combined with the small number
of participants in the study overall, may account for the nonsignificant effect of the
language dominance factor.
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Testing language
Although participants named items numerically faster in English for both All RT
(with a mean difference of 68ms; see Fig. 5) and Trimmed RT (with a mean difference of
29ms; see Fig. 6), and more accurately in English than Spanish (by 2.5 percentage points;
see Fig. 7), the difference in naming times and naming accuracy between Spanish and
English was not generally significant for the first two sessions by participants (All RT:
F1<1, F2(1,23) = 7.43, p = .01; Trimmed RT: F1(1,10) = 1.5, p = .25, F2(1,23) = 3.28, p = .09;
Accuracy: F1<1, F2(1,23) = 3.52, p = .07). However, as with the preceding factor of
language dominance, the by-items repeated analysis shows significant or nearsignificant effect of testing language on naming times for All RT and Trimmed RT,
respectively, as well as a near-significant effect of testing language on naming accuracy.
Again, it would seem that the sample size does not have enough statistical power to
produce a significant effect of testing language in the analysis by participants.
Figure 5: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) by testing language, n = 11
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Figure 6: Mean accurate naming times by testing language, n = 11
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Figure 7: Mean naming accuracy by testing language, n = 11
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Dominant language
As Figs. 8 and 9 show, participants named items in their dominant language
numerically faster in their nondominant language (whether Spanish or English), but as
with the analysis by testing language, a repeated measures analysis of variance by
dominant language showed that participants did not name items statistically faster or
more accurately in their dominant language than in their nondominant language, All
RT F1(1,10) = 1.89, p = .20, F2(1,23) = 8.04, p < .01; Trimmed RT F1<1, F2(1,23) = 2.80, p =
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.12; accuracy, all F‟s<1, (Fig. 10). While the by-items analysis for All RT is robust, it is
also inconsistent with the by-participants analysis, which is potentially due to low
statistical power. Thus, while one possible conclusion to draw is that participants
named items faster in their dominant language during inaccurate trials, the lack of a
significant effect by participants makes that conclusion tenuous.
Figure 8: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) by dominant language, n = 11
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Figure 9: Mean accurate naming times by dominant language, n = 11
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Figure 10: Mean naming accuracy by dominant language, n = 11
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When one compares the analysis by dominant language with the analysis by
testing language, one finds that there is a difference in naming performance depending
on how the data are organized with regard to language. While all of the participants
generally named items numerically faster and more accurately in their dominant
language (whether Spanish or English), participants also named items numerically
faster and more accurately in English, on average (see Figs. 5-7). The reason for this
seeming inconsistency results from the fact that even though both dominance groups
named items more quickly in their dominant language, the English dominant
participants (n = 5) had a greater difference in naming times between their dominant
and nondominant languages (for All RT, English M = 1215, SD = 432ms, Spanish M =
1062, SD = 325ms; difference in naming time between language = 153ms) than the
Spanish dominant participants (n = 6; for All RT, Spanish M = 1289ms, SD = 344ms,
English M = 1292ms, SD = 378ms ; difference in naming time between language = 3ms).
Therefore, while the English dominant participants are faster in their dominant
language than the Spanish dominant participants are in theirs, the Spanish dominant
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participants appear to be more balanced precisely because they can access items with
similar speed in both their dominant and nondominant languages.
Testing order (Spanish-English or English-Spanish) could also potentially be a
factor at play in these results, although the distribution of the participants over the
testing order does not seem to bias the results. Six of the eleven participants named
items over the two experimental sessions in both testing orders. Two participants
named items with their dominant language first during both sessions (one who was
Spanish dominant and one who was English dominant), while three participants named
items with their nondominant language first during both sessions (two English
dominant participants vs. one Spanish dominant participant). These five participants
completed four experimental sessions total, so they were balanced across testing order
and item order as far as the entire experiment was concerned.

Session
In order to get a sense of how naming performance changed between sessions 1
and 2, it is important to compare the data from session 1, repetition 1 and session 2,
repetition 1. These data should exhibit the true longitudinal effect on naming
performance, as they constitute the first set of items presentations for each session. Fig.
11 presents All RT data for repetition 1 for sessions 1 and 2 for all eleven participants.
Naming times are faster in English than Spanish during both session 1 (English M =
1320ms, SD = 410ms; Spanish, M = 1469ms, SD = 399ms) and session 2 (English M =
1249ms, SD = 395ms, Spanish, M = 1364ms, SD = 361ms). Fig. 12 presents Trimmed RT
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data for repetition 1 between sessions 1-2, which exhibit a similar profile to that of the
All RT data.

Naming times (ms)

Figure 11: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the first
repetition of sessions 1 and 2, n = 11
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Figure 12: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the first repetition of
sessions 1 and 2, n = 11
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While there is a qualitative drop in naming times for both languages between
sessions, repeating the experiment did not significantly decrease naming times for All
RT, F1(1,10) = 1.5, p = .25, F2(1,23) = 1.12, p = .30, or consistently for Trimmed RT, F1<1,
F2(1,23) = 14.89, p = .001, or improve long term accuracy, F1(1,10) = 1.22, p = .30, F2<1.
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However, when collapsed over all repetitions in a session, the long term profiles
for each testing language are slightly different from each other in both All RTs and
Trimmed RTs: English RTs show a change of only 15ms across sessions in All RT (Fig.
13), while they decrease by about 50ms in Trimmed RT (Fig. 14); Spanish RTs decrease
from session 1 to session 2 in by 75ms for All RT and by 92ms for Trimmed RT. Naming
accuracy remained fairly constant from session to session (Fig. 15).
Figure 13: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) collapsed across all repetitions in Spanish
(Sp) and English (Eng) between sessions 1-2, n = 11
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Figure 14: Mean accurate naming times collapsed across all repetitions in Spanish (Sp) and English
(Eng) between sessions 1-2, n = 11
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Figure 15: Mean naming accuracy collapsed across all repetitions in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng)
between sessions 1-2, n = 11
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Repetition
The effect of repetition within a session was robust in both All RT, F1(4,44) =
14.47, p < .001, F2(4,92) = 16.60, p < .001 and Trimmed RT, F1(2.17,22.08)2 = 21.01, p <
.001, F2 (2.31,48.54) 3 = 20.8, p < .001, but not for accuracy (all Fs<1). Naming times
decrease in both languages across repetitions, but the greatest decrease occurs between
repetition 1 and 2. There is also a slight decrease during repetition 5 in English naming
times for All RT, as can be seen in Fig. 16, and in both English and Spanish naming
times for Trimmed RT (Fig. 17). Items were named numerically faster in English
overall.
Naming accuracy remains constant across all repetitions in both languages, with
the exception of a slight increase in English accuracy during repetition 4. Items were, in
general, named slightly more accurately in English across all repetitions, although

2
3

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,44
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
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naming accuracy overall was very high, averaging around 89%. The lack of a
significant change in naming accuracy may be due to a ceiling effect.

Naming times (ms)

Figure 16: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
repetition factor, n = 11
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Figure 17: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the repetition factor, n =
11
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Figure 18: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English ((Eng) for the repetition factor, n = 11
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Stratum
Stratum had a significant effect on naming performance in all three dependent
measures. Naming times increased as word frequency decreased for both All RT,
F1(1.07,9.59) 4 = 11.96, p < .001, F2(2,21) = 5.55, p = .01, and Trimmed RT, F1(1.24,11.17)5
= 7.78, p < .01, F2(2,21) = 2.24, p = .13. As with the repetition factor, items were named
numerically faster in English across all strata for both All RT (Fig. 19) and Trimmed RT
(Fig. 20). Naming times for strata 1 and 2 were similar across languages in both All RT
and Trimmed RT overall; they were also similar across languages within each RT
dependent measure. Greater differences appear in stratum 3 as regards both a
comparison of naming times by language and by RT dependent measure. For All RT,
stratum 3 items are named numerically more slowly than items in strata 1 and 2, but
stratum 3 items are named 128ms faster in English than Spanish. Trimmed RT, on the

4
5

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 2,20
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 2,20
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other hand, shows only a 12ms between-language difference in naming times for
stratum 3.
As can be seen in Fig. 21, accuracy also decreased as word frequency decreased,
and this effect was also significant by participants F1(1.31,11.81) 6 = 11.62, p < .01,
F2(2,21) = 1.60, p = .23. These results of the effect of word frequency are consistent with
the results of previous studies (O‟Grady et al. 2009, Ivanova and Costa 2008, Gollan et
al. 2008).

Naming times (ms)

Figure 19: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
stratum factor, n = 11
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Figure 20: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the stratum factor, n = 11
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Figure 21: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the stratum factor, n = 11
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There was no interaction between session and stratum for the whole sample
population for any dependent measure, All RT F1(2,20) = 1.56, p = .24, F2(2,21) = 1.23, p
= .31, Trimmed RT, all Fs < 1, accuracy, F1<1, F2(2,21) = 2.11, p = .15. Thus, low
frequency words were named more slowly than high frequency words over both
experimental sessions. There was no interaction between repetition and stratum for All
RT, all Fs<1, or Trimmed RT, F1(8,80) = 1.16, p = .34, F2(8,84) = 1.21, p = .31; however,
there was an interaction between repetition and naming accuracy such that participants
named low frequency and high frequency items with similar accuracy by the fifth
repetition, F1(8,80) = 2.20, p = .04, F2(8,84) = 1.88, p = .07. The fact that the repetition by
stratum effect is present only for naming accuracy suggests that, while participants may
be able to correctly access a lexical item more reliably as a result of repeated access, five
items repetitions are not enough to mitigate the effect of lexical frequency. This result is
consistent with the findings of previous research on the persistence of lexical frequency
in repeated naming (Gollan et al. 2005, Ivanova and Costa, 2009)
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Interactions by language
Interactions by language can be approached from one of two directions: that of
the testing language (by repetition, by session), or that of the dominant language (by
repetition, by session). Each perspective will be presented below, before their contrasts
are summarized at the end of this section.

Interactions by testing language
As can be seen from the results of a repeated measures analysis of variance
presented in Table 6, the testing language by repetition interaction was only significant
by participants for accuracy. Thus, there is no apparent change in naming time
performance between testing languages across the item repetitions presented within
each experimental session. While the significant by-participants testing language by
repetition interaction for accuracy is robust, the lack of a correspondingly significant
interaction in the F2 analysis indicates that, while participants‟ naming accuracy may
have switched languages over the course of the five item repetitions, different items
were driving that interaction for different participants.
Similarly, the testing language by session interaction was only significant by
items for Trimmed RT. This result is suggestive of an interaction, but the low power in
the analysis makes it difficult to be certain whether an interaction of any kind (i.e., a
divergence between naming times in each testing language between sessions, a switch
in the language with the fastest naming times between sessions, or a convergence
between testing languages between sessions) is truly present. What is discernable from
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the present results is that participants exhibit a large range of variability in their naming
performance, but the naming times of the total item set exhibit an interaction between
testing language and session.
Table 6: Interactions by testing language with the repetition and session factors, n = 11

Variable
All RT
Trimmed RT
Accuracy

Testing language by repetition
F1
F2
7
F(2.54, 22.85) =
F(2.66, 55.88)8 =
1.24, p = .32
1.76, p = .15
F<1
F<1
F(1,10) = 3.20, p =
.02

F<1

Testing language by session
F1
F2
F(1,10) = 1.99, p
F(1,23) = 4.13, p
= .19
= .06
F<1
F(1,23) = 5.41, p
= .03
F<1
F<1

Interactions by dominant language
As Table 7 shows, both the by-participants and by-items repeated measures
analyses of variance produced a nonsignificant result for the dominant language by
repetition interaction for all dependent measures except for accuracy by participants.
Thus, there is no significant interaction between the dominant language and repetition
for naming times. While the F1 result for accuracy is significant, the F2 result is not
close to being significant. This mixed result is similar to the analyses of the main effects
detailed above, and is similarly difficult to interpret. It appears that participants‟
naming accuracy is initially higher in their dominant language during the first
repetition, but between repetitions 2-5 their naming accuracy is higher in the

7
8

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,40
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
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nondominant language. However, it would appear that the effect is not robust across
items.
There is no significant interaction between dominant language and the first and
second session in any of the dependent measures, although the F2 analysis for accuracy
approaches significance. Thus, it seems that there is no long term change in naming
between the dominant and nondominant language, hence there is no change in
language dominance over the course of two experimental sessions. Thus, participants‟
naming behavior in the two testing languages and in their relative dominant languages
appears to be very similar by the repetition factor and the session factor.
Table 7: Interactions by dominant language, n = 11

Variable
All RT
Trimmed RT
Accuracy

Dominant language by repetition
F1
F2
F<1
F2(4,92) = 1.07, p
= .34
F<1
F2(1.84,42.21)9=
1.32, p = .27
F1(4,40) = 3.12,
F2(2.93,67.33)10 =
p=.03
1.20, p = .32

Dominant language by session
F1
F2
F1(1,10) = 1.16, p F2(1,23) = 2.72, p
= .31
= .11
F<1
F<1
F1(1,10) = 1.56, p
= .24

F2(1,23) = 3.08, p
= .09

Four-session subgroup (n = 6)
Main effects
Language dominance
A repeated measures analysis of variance for the language dominance factor for
the four session group reveals similar results to that of the general overview group (n =

9

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92

10
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11) described above, in that there is a significant effect of language dominance only on
naming times by items, All RT F1(1,4) = 1.87, p = .27, F2(1,23) = 5.66, p = .03, Trimmed
RT F1(1,4) = 1.71 p = .28, F2(1,23) = 12.68, p < .01. This result suggests that the sample
size is too small for the effect of language dominance to be present in the byparticipants analysis (English dominant participants, n = 3, Spanish dominant
participants, n = 3). The effect of language dominance on accuracy was nonsignificant
overall, F1(1,4) = 7.13, p = .08, F2(1,23) = 1.37, p = .26.

Testing language
Items were named numerically faster in English than in Spanish as measured by
both All RT (Eng: M = 1160ms; Sp = 1217ms; Fig. 22) and Trimmed RT (Eng: M = 1121;
Sp: M = 1139; Fig. 23), as well as more accurately in English (M=89.63% SD = 7.13%)
than Spanish (M = 86.92%, SD =5.67%; Fig. 23). However, the testing language did not
significantly affect naming times. Neither measure of naming times showed an effect of
testing language in a repeated measures analysis of variance, All RT F1<1, F2(1,23) =
2.88, p = .11; Trimmed RT F1(1,5) = 4.67, p = .12, F2(1,23) = 1.43, p = .25. Items were also
not named more accurately in one language than the other, F1(1,5) = 1.70, p = .28;
F2(1,23) = 2.51, p = .13.
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Figure 22: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) by testing language, four session group
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Figure 23: Mean accurate naming times by testing language, four session group
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Figure 24: Mean naming accuracy by testing language, four session group
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Session
Participants who completed four experimental sessions behaved like the total
sample population (n = 11) in that they named items faster across sessions. As can be
seen in Figs. 25 and 26, RTs for repetition 1 of each session get progressively faster
across the four experimental sessions. Both figures also indicate that there is a
crossover between testing language and session during the first repetition of each
session such that items are initially named faster in English, but eventually are named
faster in Spanish. However, there is a difference between the two data sets in terms of
where that reversal occurs: between sessions 2-3 for All RT, and between sessions 1-2
for Trimmed RT.

Naming times (ms)

Figure 25: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for
repetition 1 across sessions 1-4, four session group
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Naming times (ms)

Figure 26: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for repetition 1 across
sessions 1-4, four session group
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Naming times show somewhat different behavior in All RT vs. Trimmed RT, as
can be seen in Fig. 27 and 28. According to All RT, participants named items
numerically faster in English during all four sessions, while Trimmed RT shows an
interaction between language and session such that items were initially named faster in
Spanish, but were subsequently named faster in English by the fourth session. Naming
accuracy increased across sessions in both languages, although accuracy was higher in
English for all sessions (Fig. 29).
However, repeated measures analyses of variance for the session factor are not
consistent by both participants and by items for any of the dependent measures: F1 tests
are not significant for either naming time dependent measures while F2 tests are, All RT
F1(3,15) = 1.04, p = .42, F2(3,69) = 15.13, p < .001; Trimmed RT: F1(3,15) = 1.58, p = .26,
F2(3,69) = 9.34, p < .001. However, the reverse is true for accuracy, F1(3,15) = 5.07, p =
.03; F2(3,69) = 1.10, p = .36. This situation is similar to the results for the session factor
for the whole sample population (n = 11).
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Figure 27: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
session factor, four session group
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Figure 28: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the session factor, four
session group
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Figure 29: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the session factor, four session
group
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In this situation the data indicate that only some participants are naming items
significantly differently across sessions for the All RT and Trimmed RT measures, while
all participants are naming only some items significantly more accurately across
sessions. In fact, two participants named items almost equally fast across all four
sessions as measures by both All RT (a mean difference of 18ms and 7ms between
sessions 1-4 per respective participant) and Trimmed RT (a mean decrease of 3ms and
36ms between sessions 1-4 per respective participant), while three participants named
items increasingly quickly across sessions 1-4 as measured by All RT (a mean decrease
of 544ms, 319ms, and 399ms between sessions 1-4 per respective participant) and
Trimmed RT (a mean decrease of 265ms, 242ms, and 271ms between sessions 1-4 per
respective participant). The remaining participant actually named items increasingly
more slowly during session 4 than session 1 as measured by All RT (a mean increase of
161ms between sessions 1-4) and Trimmed RT (a mean increase of 266ms between
sessions 1-4). A similar picture emerges for naming times by item: six items were
named more slowly during session 4 than session 1 for All RT (from „forehead‟ with a
mean increase of 33ms to „toe‟ with a mean increase of 95ms); the remaining 18 items
were named more quickly during session 4 than session 1, but there is also a large range
in terms of the decrease in naming time (from „mouth‟ with a mean decrease of 11ms to
„fingers‟ with a mean decrease of 303ms). Only one item was named more slowly for
Trimmed RT, „face‟ with a mean increase of 42ms between sessions 1-4, but there was a
770ms range in the decrease of naming times between session 1 and session 4 for the
remaining 23 items (from a decrease of only 5ms for „head‟ to a decrease of 781ms for
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„chin‟). Thus, there was a large amount of variability in naming performance by
participants and by items for the session factor.
As with the whole sample population (n = 11), the small number of participants
in this subset may readily explain the inconsistencies in significance among the
dependent measures. The disparity in significance among the F1 and F2 tests is the
smallest for accuracy, so it may be safer to draw conclusions about naming accuracy
across sessions than about naming times. In that case, accuracy increased as
participants repeated experimental sessions, which is different than the null effect of
accuracy across sessions on the two-session subgroup.
A pairwise comparison approach is informative for further exploring whether or
not repeating the experiment had an effect on naming times and/or accuracy. A posthoc analysis using a paired-sample t-test shows no significant difference between
sessions 1 and 4 for both All RT, t(5) = 1.65, p = .16, and Trimmed RT, t<1. Similarly,
there is no significant difference between sessions 1 and 2 for All RT, t(5) = 1.18, p = 29 ,
and Trimmed RT, t<1 observations. Paired sample t-tests of naming times in English
between sessions 1-4 were nonsignificant for All RT, t(5) = 1.60, p = .17, and Trimmed
RT, t(5) = 1.29, p =.25. Paired t-tests of naming times in Spanish between sessions 1-4
were nonsignificant for All RT, t(5) = 1.20, p = .28, and Trimmed RT, t <1. These results
confirm the analysis of variance results insofar as they also show no significant effect of
session even though naming time means for both All RT and Trimmed RT do decrease
with successive sessions.
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The effect of session was significant on naming accuracy in a paired sample t-test
between session 1 (M = 86%, SD = 6%) and session 4 (M = 91%, SD = 5%), t(5) = -3.21, p
= .02. When broken down by language, the significance of session only appears in
Spanish responses. English accuracy between session 1 (M = 87%, SD = 8%) and session
4 (M = 92%, SD = 3%) does not change significantly, t(5) = -1.7, p = .15, while Spanish
accuracy between session 1 (M = 85%, SD = 6%) and session 4 (M = 90%, SD = 6%) does
change significantly, t(5) = -3.87, p = .01. Thus, it appears that, while there is a null
effect of session overall as well as specifically on English accuracy, there is an effect of
session in Spanish responses over the course of the whole experiment.

Repetition
As Figs. 30 and 31 show, naming time performance did become faster over the
five block repetitions, while accuracy remained steady across repetitions (Fig. 32). The
effect of repetition is significant for All RT, F1(4,20) = 21.88, p < .001; F2(2.561, 53.76)11 =
12.69, p < .001, but not consistently so for Trimmed RT, F1(4,20) = 1.48, p = .27; F2(1,23) =
9.53, p < .001, nor at all significant for accuracy, all Fs<1. Thus, naming times decreased
across repetitions only when long reaction times and reaction times for incorrectly
named items are included in the analysis. This result is reasonable in that items which
are initially named with long reaction times (approaching 4000ms) and/or inaccurately
will most likely be named more quickly across repetitions as participants become
familiar with those items.
11

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
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Naming times (ms)

Figure 30: Mean naming times (inaccurate and accurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) by
repetition, four session group
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Figure 31: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) by repetition, four session
group
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Figure 32: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) by repetition, four session group
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Paired t-tests confirm the repeated measures analysis of variance results
generally, but they also allow for a greater depth of analysis in terms of discovering
whether or not the effect of repetition is the same for each language. To illustrate the
following discussion, means and standard deviations for overall naming performance,
and naming performance by language, are presented in Table 8 (All RT), Table 9
(Trimmed RT) and Table 10 (accuracy). Repetitions are not presented as being nested
within sessions, but rather are numbered between 1 and 20, as there were 5 repetitions
per language per session, so there were 20 repetitions per language over 4 sessions.
Table 8: Repetition factor means (M) and standard deviation (SD) for All RT, measured in ms, four
session group

Contrast
Repetition 1
Repetition 2
Repetition 6
Repetition 11
Repetition 20

Overall
M
1470
1266
1312
1195
1106

English
SD
243
210
225
56
123

M
1413
1227
1252
1215
1042

Spanish
SD
331
298
290
169
160

M
1551
1305
1372
1174
1170

SD
257
231
204
120
121

Table 9: Repetition factor means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for Trimmed RT, measured in ms,
four session group

Contrast
Repetition 1
Repetition 2
Repetition 6
Repetition 11
Repetition 20

Overall
M
1323
1138
1230
1163
1100

English
SD
198
163
186
93
18

M
1263
1116
1229
1193
1023

SD
181
185
291
165
148

Spanish
M
SD
1380
228
1161
214
1223
116
1129
104
1177
133

Table 10: Repetition factor means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for accuracy, measured in %
correct, four session group

Contrast
Repetition 1
Repetition 2

Overall
M
84
86

English
SD
5
4

M
83
87

Spanish
SD
11
8

M
84
85

SD
4
4
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Repetition 6
Repetition 11
Repetition 20

88
89
91

7
5
4

90
90
92

6
3
3

86
88
90

10
6
6

Table 11: Paired sample t-test statistics in all three dependent measures for the repetition factor, four
session group

Pairwise
comparisons
Rep1-Rep2
Rep1-Rep20
Rep1-Rep6
Rep6-Rep11

ART
t(5) = 2.03, p
= .1
t(5) = 2.66, p
= .05
t(5) = 1.34, p
= .24
t<1

English
TRT
t(5) = 3.61,
p = .02
t(5) = 3.30,
p = .02
t<1
t<1

Accuracy
t(5) = -1.81,
p = .13
t(5) = -1.11,
p = .32
t(5) = -1.17,
p = .29
t<1

ART
t(5) = 2.68,
p = .04
t(5) = 3.41,
p = .02
t(5) = 2.8,
p = .04
t(5) = 2.27,
p = .07

Spanish
TRT
t(5) = 2.33,
p = .07
t(5) = 1.76,
p = .14
t(5) = 2.14,
p = .09
t(5) = 1.63,
p = .16

Accuracy
t(5) = -2.16
, p = .08
t(5) = -1.00,
p = .36
t<1
t<1

Without taking testing language into account, the strongest effect of repetition on
naming times appears between repetitions 1 and 2: All RT, t(5) = 4.40, p < .01, Trimmed
RT, t(5) = 3.63, p = .02. Accuracy, however, does not show a significant effect of
repetition between the first two repetitions, t(5) = -1.22, p = .28. Given the high rate of
naming accuracy already present in the analyses so far, this result is not surprising.
The greatest effect of repetition on accuracy occurs between repetition 1 and repetition
20, t(5) = -2.99, p = .03. This result is also logical, for if accuracy is a) already generally
high and b) the least subject to change by repeated measures of the dependent
variables, then the effect of repetition is likely to appear only over a much broader
spectrum of time. Naming times should also show a long term effect of repetition,
which obtains in the analysis: naming times decrease significantly between repetitions 1
and 20 for All RT, t(5) = 3.26, p = .02. Trimmed RT approaches significance, t(5) = 2.36, p
= .07. To complete the picture of the overall effect of repetition, repetition 1 and
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repetition 6 (the first repetition of session 2), and repetition 6 and repetition 11 (the first
repetition of session 3) were compared. These repetitions were chosen in order to see
whether or not the effect of repeated lexical access was spread across all item
repetitions, or whether it was focused only in the short term (between the first and
second repetitions of each session) and the long term (between the very beginning and
the very end of the entire experiment). The comparison of repetition 1 to repetition 6
produces a significant result only among All RT, t(5) = 3.23, p = .02; Trimmed RT, t(5) =
1.82, p = .13, Accuracy, t(5) = -1.19, p = .29. The size of the repetition effect between
these two repetitions is almost equal to the size of the effect between repetitions 1-2, but
that that facilitation decays quickly over time. The comparison of repetition 6 to
repetition 11 shows a similar pattern to that of repetition 1 to repetition 6 in that the
effect of repetition is greatest (although nonsignificant) for All RT, t(5) = 1.82, p = .13; all
other ts<1. However, by this point in the experiment the effect of repetition is much
smaller in general, and may be the result of cumulative lexical activation over time.
The locus of the repetition effect is still ambiguous, though, until it can be
compared in the two testing languages. Analyses by paired sample t-test provide
evidence that supports the results of the effect of session as a product primarily of
naming in Spanish. Test statistics for the effect of repetition in English and Spanish are
provided in Table 11. One can see trends similar to the analysis of the main effect of the
repetition factor for the four session group here as well: the effect is strongest between
repetitions 1-2, and between repetition 1 and repetition 20. However, naming in
English for All RT appears to only show a long term response to the repetition factor,
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while naming in English for Trimmed RT is affected more locally between repetitions 12 than naming overall for Trimmed RT was. Considering that naming in Spanish for
Trimmed RT is not affected significantly between repetitions 1-2, that result should
make sense as the English and Spanish Trimmed RT results should cancel each other
out in the overall effect of repetition over repetitions 1-2 for Trimmed RT. Thus, it
seems that when the participants accessed words in Spanish they were affected more by
repetition over both the long term and short term repeated measures of the experiment.
The effect of repetition could then be said to be both strong (as indicated by the analysis
of the main effect of repetition) and persistent. This may be due to the fact that the
participants use Spanish less than English in their daily lives, as they live in an
environment that is predominantly English-speaking.

Stratum
Analyses by participants and by items for the effect of stratum are also
contradictory, as has been the case with many of the other factor effects presented so
far. All RT is significant overall, F1(2,10) = 7.13, p = .03, F2(2,21) = 4.43, p = .03, while
Trimmed RT is only significant by participants, F1(2,10) = 28.08, p = .001, F2<1, so it is
difficult to draw conclusions about what, exactly, is driving significance among these
data. Mean naming times for All RT follow a pattern that is similar to the whole sample
population in that naming times increase markedly for the low frequency items in
stratum 3 (Fig. 33). Trimmed RT, however, shows a marginal increase of 5ms in naming
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times for Spanish between strata 1-3, and only a 25ms increase in naming time for
English (Fig. 34).

Naming times (ms)

Figure 33: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) by stratum,
four session group
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Figure 34: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) by stratum, four session
group
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Figure 35: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) by stratum, four session group
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F tests for accuracy are more consistent, F1(2,10) = 10.72, p = .01; F2(2,21) = 2.11, p
= .15, and it may be, as with many of the analyses so far, that more participants would
produce significance by items as well. Naming accuracy across strata is very similar to
that of the whole sample population, although naming accuracy for Spanish does not
decrease as much as it did for the whole sample population for low frequency items,
while the change in English naming accuracy is greater over all three strata.
The four session group experienced an interaction in naming times between
stratum and session for the All RT data set which is almost significant by participants,
and fully significant by items, F1(6,30) = 2.31, p = .08, F2(6,63) = 2.55, p = .03. In other
words, participants named high and low frequency words with similar speed by the
fourth experimental session, providing evidence for the hypothesis that the lexical
frequency effect can be modulated with enough input. However, this interaction was
not present at all for the Trimmed RT data set, all Fs<1, so it‟s possible that participants
named low frequency items initially more slowly when they were unsure of the correct
name to access, but as their naming accuracy went up for low frequency words naming
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times for those items also decreased. Indeed, a correlation analysis confirms that there
is an almost significant negative correlation between naming accuracy and naming time
for low frequency (stratum 3) items for the four session group, r = -.70, p = .06. This
finding is supported by the fact that there was a significant interaction between session
and stratum for naming accuracy by participants, F1(6,30) = 2.96, p = .03; however, the
interaction is nonsignificant by items, F2<1.
The results for the interaction of repetition by stratum are less conclusive about
the modulation of the frequency effect in the short term: naming times for low
frequency items do not appear to become similar to those for high frequency items for
either All RT, F1(8,40) = 1.29, p = .29, F2(8,84) = 1.83, p = .08, or Trimmed RT, F1(8,40) =
1.29, p = .35, F2<1. Naming accuracy expresses a significant interaction between
repetition and stratum by participants, F1(8,40) = 2.66, p = .03, but not by items, F2(8,84)
= 1.04, p = .41. Thus, as with the whole sample population, the lexical frequency effect
is robust over short term repetitions.
According to the analysis of the main effect of lexical frequency discussed above,
the four session subgroup found it slightly easier to access low frequency words in
Spanish, and slightly harder to access low frequency words in English. Pairwise
comparisons confirm this conclusion. A paired t-test between stratum 1 and stratum 2
(see Table 12 for means and standard deviations) shows no significant effect for All RT,
t(5) = 1.23, p = .28, Trimmed RT, t(5) = 1.89, p = .19, or for accuracy, t(5) = 1.22, p = .28.
However, there is a significant effect of stratum in a paired sample t-test between strata
2 and 3 for naming time, All RT, t(5) = -4.13, p < .01, Trimmed RT, t(5) = -4.23, p < .01,
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and almost an almost significant effect for accuracy, t(5) = 2.40, p = .06. In other words,
participants took longer to name low frequency words than medium frequency words,
while naming accuracy increased as word frequency increased. Curiously, when
stratum 1 is compared to stratum 3, the effect of stratum holds for only All RT, t(5) = 3.81, p = .01, and not Trimmed RT, t<1. As can be seen in Table 12, participants named
items in stratum 2 more quickly than items in stratum 1. Due to data trimming, it
would seem that the Trimmed RT dependent measure does not show a significant effect
of stratum because RTs in stratum 3 are not extreme enough to show a difference in
naming time.
Table 12: Overall mean (M) and standard deviations (SD) for the stratum factor, four session group

Contrast
Stratum 1
Stratum 2
Stratum 3

All RT (ms)
M
SD
1144
89
1124
55
1297
133

Trimmed RT (ms)
86
SD
1133
78
1109
48
1150
52

Accuracy (% correct)
M
SD
94
7
90
3
80
10

A pairwise analysis of the stratum factor by each language shows almost exactly
the same results by stratum pairing and dependent measure (means and standard
deviations are shown in Table 13 and test statistics in Table 14). There is no effect of
stratum between strata 1-2 in either language, and the effect of stratum is consistently
significant between strata 2-3 over all the dependent measures in both languages. The
effect of stratum is greatest between stratum 1 and stratum 3 in both languages, but
only for All RT and naming accuracy.
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Table 13: Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) by language for the stratum factor, four session
group

Language

English

Spanish

Contrast

Stratum 1
Stratum 2
Stratum 3
Stratum 1
Stratum 2
Stratum 3

ART (ms)
M
1133
1104
1243
1155
1145
1351

SD
115
71
145
92
74
240

TRT (ms)
86
1126
1095
1149
1142
1124
1151

SD
107
61
48
87
77
62

Accuracy (%
accurate)
M
SD
94
7
92
4
84
7
94
7
89
3
77
13

Table 14: Paired sample t-test statistics by language for all dependent measures for the stratum factor,
four session group

Pairwise
comparisons

English

Spanish

Stratum 1Stratum 2
Stratum 2Stratum 3

ART
t(5) = 1.07,
p = .33
t(5) = -3.98,
p = .01

TRT
t(5) = 1.05,
p = .34
t(5) = -2.86,
p = .04

Accuracy
t<1

ART
t<1

t(5) = 2.72,
p = .04

Stratum 1Stratum 3

t(5) = -5.62,
p <.01

t<1

t(5) = 3.87,
p = 01

t(5) = 2.45, p =
.06
t(5) = 2.57, p =
.05

TRT
t(5) = 1.15
p = .35
t(5) = 1.05, p =
.34
t<1

Accuracy
t(5) = 1.60 p
= .17
t(5) = 2.21,
p = .08
t(5) = 4.11,
p < .01

Interactions
As with the general overview, interactions will be looked at in terms of the
change in naming performance by testing language and dominant language,
respectively.

Interactions by testing language
There were no significant interactions between testing language and repetition in
any of the dependent measures, as can be seen in Table 14. As Fig. 30 illustrates for All
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RT, items were named faster in English than Spanish during each repetition, but there
was also no convergence in naming times between the two testing languages. Fig. 31
shows a slightly different scenario wherein there is convergence between the two
testing languages between repetitions 1-5, but this convergence is not fully significant;
as Table 14 also shows, the testing language by session interaction was only significant
in the F2 analysis for Trimmed RT. This result is similar to the general overview
subgroup in that the F1 and F2 analyses do not express consistent significant results. In
the case of the Trimmed RT data, items were named numerically faster in Spanish than
in English during sessions 1 (English, M = 1184ms SD =404ms; Spanish, M = 1157ms, SD
= 523ms ) and 2 (English, M = 1130ms, SD = 372ms; Spanish, M = 1127ms, SD = 410ms),
but were named numerically faster in English than Spanish during sessions 3 (English,
M = 1118ms, SD = 342ms, Spanish, M = 1137ms, SD = 404ms) and 4 (English, M =
1054ms, SD = 370, Spanish, M = 1134ms, SD = 374ms). However, because this
interaction is only significant in the analysis by items, it would seem that not all
participants exhibited this interaction. In fact, while three of the participants named
items faster in both Spanish and English by an average of 261ms between sessions 1-4
(and faster in English overall during all four sessions), two participants named items
more slowly in both Spanish and English between sessions 1-4 by an average of 135ms
(and more quickly in Spanish during each session). The remaining participant
exhibited a reversal in testing language speed whereby items were named more quickly
in English between session 1-4 by an average of 151ms, but more slowly in Spanish
between sessions 1-4 by an average of 262ms. Thus, while the by items analysis is
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promising, the sample size is too small to make firm conclusions due to the variability
present among the participants.
Table 15: Interactions by testing language with the repetition and session factors, four session group

Variable
All RT

Testing language by repetition
F1
F2
F<1
F<1

Trimmed RT

F<1

Accuracy

F(3,15) = 1.30, p =
.31

F(2.41,50.70)12 =
1.11, p = .36
F<1

Testing language by session
F1
F2
F<1
F(3,69) = 1.14, p
= .34
F(4,20) = 1.01, p
F(3,69) = 3.38, p
= .42
= .02
F<1
F<1

Interactions by dominant language
In addition to considering interactions between the testing languages and the
various repeated measures, the analysis now turns to interactions between the
participants‟ dominant language and the repeated measures. Unlike the testing
languages, for which each participant is either more or less proficient as determined by
her language history in addition to the naming performance measures described in this
study (i.e., more proficient in Spanish than in English), every participant should be
more proficient in her dominant language regardless of which language it is.
As with the analysis of interactions by testing language, there is no interaction
between dominant language and repetition in any of the dependent measures, as can be
seen in Table 14. Thus, language dominance did not change in the short term for the
participants who participated in all four experimental sessions: items were accessed

12

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 3,69
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more quickly and more accurately in the dominant language versus the nondominant
language during each repetition.
The interaction between dominant language and session is also similar to that of
the interaction between testing language and session in that a significant interaction
appears only in the analysis by items. However, here a significant interaction by items
appears for both All RT and Trimmed RT, whereas the interaction between testing
language and session was only significant by Trimmed RT. While the inconsistency
between the by participants and by items analyses again makes interpretation of the
data difficult, the fact that both measures of naming speed show an interaction suggests
that analyzing participants‟ performance in terms of their dominant and nondominant
languages provides greater insight into the dynamics of their lexical access over the
long term.
Table 16: Interaction by dominant language, four session group

Variable
All RT
Trimmed RT
Accuracy

Dominant language by repetition
F1
F2
F<1
F(2.86,65.76)13 =
1.98, p = .10
F<1
F<1
F(3,15) = 1.87, p =
.16

F(4,92) = 1.11, p
= .36

Dominant language by session
F1
F2
F(4,20) = 1.50, p
F(1.64,37.68)14 =
= .26
4.51, p = .02
F<1
F(2.27,52.16)15 =
2.85, p = .04
F(4,20) = 1.69, p
F(2.15, 49.49)16 =
= .21
1.62, p = .19

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 3,69
15 Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 3,69
16 Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 3,69
13
14
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Analysis by language dominance grouping
As with many of the four-session subset results, repeated measures analyses of
variance results for factor effects within the English dominant group and Spanish
dominant groups are not generally consistent by participants and by items, pointing to
a large amount of variability in the data and/or a lack of statistical power due to the
small sample size. The small sample size might also amplify underlying differences
between participants‟ bilingual competencies, such as varying proficiency in the
nondominant language, amount of use of both languages, or age of acquisition of either
or both languages. Alternatively (or perhaps additionally), the effect of testing order
may have become unbalanced when participants are divided into their language
dominance cohorts. For the English dominant group, all five participants were tested in
Spanish and then English during one session, but only three participants were also
tested in English and then Spanish during their second session. Two participants,
therefore, were only tested in the Spanish-English testing language order. On the other
hand, all six participants in the Spanish dominant group were tested in both the
Spanish-English and English-Spanish testing language orders, so there should be no
effect of testing order present in that cohort. To mitigate some of the effects of the large
amount of variability, post hoc analyses in the form of paired t-tests were completed for
both subsets for the session, repetition, and stratum factors.
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English dominant group (n = 5)
Results for factor effects within the English dominant group are not generally
consistent across analyses by participants and by items, suggesting that the participants
do not have very similar language dominance profiles.

Testing language
The effect of language is only significant by items for both naming times, ART,
F1(1,4) = 2.35, p = .20, F2(1,23) = 12.02, p < .01; TRT, F1(1,4) = 1.07, p = .36, F2(1,23) =
8.08, p = .01, and naming accuracy, F1(1,4) = 2.77, p = .17, F2(1,23) = 4.06, p = .06. In the
case of all three measures, it may very well be the case that a larger sample population
would produce greater significance. As the results stand, English dominant
participants named items faster (by items) in their dominant language according to both
All RT (Fig. 36) and Trimmed RT (Fig. 37), although the effect of language is stronger
for All RT and is probably due to a speed-accuracy trade-off. Similarly, naming
accuracy was higher in the dominant language, English, although accuracy was
generally high to begin with (Fig. 38).
While the results presented above regarding the effect of session on participants‟
naming times show that English dominant participants had more difficulty with lexical
access in their dominant language during session 2 than session 1, these results by
language still show that English dominant participants performed better overall in
English on the naming task than in Spanish.
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Figure 36: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) for the language factor, English dominant
group
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Figure 37: Mean accurate naming times for the language factor, English dominant group
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Figure 38: Mean naming accuracy for the language factor, English dominant group
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Session
Unlike the whole sample set and the four session group, the English dominant
participants‟ naming performance does not becoming increasingly fast in both
languages across sessions. As with those previous groups, a pertinent illustration of
this trend can be seen by examining the first repetition of sessions 1-2. As Fig. 39
shows, within the All RT data set naming times in Spanish become marginally faster
between sessions, but naming times in English actually increase by 88ms. A similar
trend can be found in the Trimmed RT data set (Fig. 40): naming times in Spanish
decrease by 67ms, but English naming times remain constant between sessions.

Naming time (ms)

Figure 39: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the first
repetition of sessions 1 and 2, English dominant group
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Naming time (ms)

Figure 40: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the first repetition of
sessions 1 and 2, English dominant group
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Collapsing over all item repetitions, the session factor is significant only by items
for All RT, F1<1, F2 (1,23) = 4.75, p = .04, not significant at all for Trimmed RT, all Fs<1,
and significant again only by items for accuracy, F1<1, F2(1,23) = 4.33, p = .05. The
inconsistency of these results prevents clear interpretation of how the session factor
expresses itself among the data. However, one can see in Fig. 41 and 42 that naming
times in English increased more than naming times in Spanish for the English dominant
participants between sessions 1-2. Both trends – slower reaction times overall in session
2 than session 1, and an increase in reaction times in the dominant language during
session 2 – are markedly different from either of the previous two groups‟ response to
the effect of session. Naming accuracy remained high over both sessions and relatively
constant (Fig. 43), aside from a slight decrease in accuracy in English during session 2.
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Figure 41: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
session factor, English dominant group
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Figure 42: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the session factor,
English dominant group
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Figure 43: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the session factor, English
dominant group
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As with the four session group, post-hoc tests do not show any effect of session
for the English dominant group (Table 17). The only significant difference between
naming performances based on the session factor is that of All RT naming times
between English and Spanish during session 1. However, as there is no overall effect of
testing language for these participants, as described above, it would seem to be the case
that participants named items significantly faster in English than Spanish during the
first session, but by the second session there was no significant difference in naming
times between languages. In this respect there was an effect of session on naming
performance such that the dominant language – English – became less dominant over
time. Put differently, participants had a harder time accessing words in their dominant
language over time when they were also accessing words in their nondominant
language. This result may due to the effect of testing order, as the English dominant
group was unbalanced with respect to which language participants were tested in first
during each session. However, such an effect would be difficult to estimate due to the
already low number of subjects in the English dominant group.
Table 17: Paired t-test results for the session factor, English dominant group

Testing
language
Overall
English
Spanish
English vs.
Spanish within
a session

Comparison
Session 1-2
Session 1-2
Session 1-2
Session 1 (Eng.) Session 1 (Sp.)
Session 2 (Eng.) Session 2 (Sp.)

All RT
t<1
t<1
t<1
t(4) = -2.90, p =
.04
t<1

Trimmed RT
t(4) = 1.4, p = .19
t<1
t<1
t(4) = -2.36, p =
.07
t<1

Accuracy
t<1
t(4) = 1.47, p = .22
t<1
t(4) = 2.64, p = .06
t<1
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A repeated measures analysis of variance confirms that there is no interaction
between testing language and session for All RT, F1(1,4) = 1.27, p = .32, F2(1,23) = 2.68, p
= .18, Trimmed RT, all Fs<1, and accuracy, F1(1,4) = 2.86, p = .17, F2(1,23) = 5.68, p = .18.

Repetition
As with all other analyses of the repetition factor presented so far, repetition was
significant among English dominant speakers for All RT, F1(4,16) = 4.21, p = .02,
F2(2.40,50.38)17 = 4.15, p = .02, and Trimmed RT, F1(4,16) = 3.25, p = .04, F2(2.13,42.5) 18 =
4.17, p = .02. English dominant participants‟ reaction times also decreased the most
between the first and second item repetition in both Spanish (All RT M = 138ms, SD =
17ms, Trimmed RT M = 186ms, SD = 50ms) and English (All RT M = 40ms, SD = 11ms,
Trimmed RT M = 50ms, SD = 24ms). When only Trimmed RT are considered (Fig. 45;
compare with All RT, Fig. 44), naming times across the two languages almost converge
in terms of duration, which is not similar to the overall sample population. There is
very little net change in naming accuracy across repetitions 2-5 in either language,
F1(4,16) = 1.25, p = .33, F2<1. Thus, naming times decreases over repetitions while
accuracy remained constant across repetitions (Fig. 46).

17
18

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 4,92
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Figure 44: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
repetition factor, English dominant group
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Figure 45: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the repetition factor,
English dominant group
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Figure 46: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the repetition factor, English
dominant group
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Post hoc tests for the repetition factor clearly show that naming accuracy in
either the dominant or nondominant language was not affected by repeated naming, as
can be seen in Table 17. However, there was an overall effect of repetition on naming
times in that participants named items more quickly overall between repetitions 1-2 as
measured by both All RT and Trimmed RT. However, there does not appear to be a
long term effect of repetition overall, as there is no significant difference between
naming times for either All RT or Trimmed RT in repetition 1 and repetition 10. This
result contrasts with the long term effect of repetition on the four-session group. When
looked at by language, both the dominant and nondominant languages show an effect
of repetition for repetitions 1-2, but in different dependent measures. The effect in
English is Trimmed RT, while the effect in Spanish is in All RT. Granted, both the
English All RT result and the Spanish Trimmed RT results are nearly significant, so it
may be that there just aren‟t enough participants for the effect to become robust across
both dependent measures. Were that the case, then there would be no difference in the
way that repetition affects the dominant and nondominant languages. As the results
stand now, it appears that the dominant language is more affected by repetition over
observations that have less inherent variability (and also represent successful lexical
access), while the nondominant language is more affected by repetition regardless of
whether or not the correct name was accessed. In either case, the effect does not persist
over time. However, any effect of either dominant language or long term repetition is
mostly likely obscured by the low statistical power in such a small sample size.
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Table 18: Paired sample t-test results for all dependent measures for the repetition factor, English
dominant group

Testing
Language
Overall

English

Spanish

Comparison
Repetition 1-2
Repetition 1-6
Repetition 1-10
Repetition 1-2
Repetition 1-6
Repetition 1-10
Repetition 1-2
Repetition 1-6
Repetition 1-10

All RT
t(4) = 3.22, p = .03
t<1
t<1
t(4) = 2.55, p = .06
t<1
t<1
t(4) = 3.46, p = .03
t<1
t<1

Trimmed RT
t(4) = 2.85,
t<1
t<1
t(4) = 2.85,
t<1
t(4) = 1.77,
t(4) = 2.45,
t<1
t<1

p = .05

p = .05
p = .31
p = .07

Accuracy
t<1
t<1
t<1
t<1
t(4) = 1.18, p = .30
t(4) = 1.28, p = .27
t(4) = -1.16, p = .31
t<1
t<1

A repeated measures analysis of variance shows no evidence of an interaction
between testing language and repetition for either naming times, All RT F1(1,4) = 1.23, p
= .34, F2<1, Trimmed RT, all Fs<1, or naming accuracy, F1(1,4) = 1.04, p = .42, F2<1.

Stratum
The effect of stratum was significant only by items for All RT, F1(1.02,4.08)19 =
4.94, p = .09, F2(2,21) = 4.49, p = .02, not significant at all for Trimmed RT, all Fs<1, and
only by participants for accuracy, F1(1.04,4.17)20 = 7.83 p = .05, F2(2,21) = 1.05, p = .37.
The effect of stratum is the most pronounced for All RT, as the analysis by participants
is almost significant; this result points to the fact that inaccurate responses cluster
among stratum three (n = 131 responses out of 235 total incorrect observations), which
then also have longer naming times in both Spanish (M = 3058ms, SD = 1424ms, TRT)
and English (M = 2262ms, SD = 1501ms) than correct stratum 3 responses in the

19
20

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 2,8
Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 2,8
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Trimmed RT data set (Spanish M = 1098ms, SD = 779 ms; English M = 1044ms, SD =
314ms).
When looked at qualitatively, however, English dominant participants did name
items in stratum 3 more slowly than those in strata 1 and 2 as measured by both All RT
and Trimmed RT, as can be seen in Figs. 47 and 48, respectively. This pattern of results
is similar to both the entire sample population (n = 11) and the four session subgroup (n
= 6). Low frequency items were named more quickly overall in English than in
Spanish. The pattern for naming accuracy by stratum also mirrors that found in both
the entire sample population and the four session subgroup: stratum 1 items were
named with high accuracy in both languages, while those from strata 2 and 3 were
named with decreasing accuracy (Fig. 49). The overall change in accuracy is greater for
Spanish than English; in other words, word frequency had a larger effect on naming
accuracy in Spanish than in English.

Naming time (ms)

Figure 47: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
stratum factor, English dominant participants
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Figure 48: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the stratum factor,
English dominant participants.
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Figure 49: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the stratum factor, English
dominant group
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An analysis of the interaction between session and stratum produces results that
are harder to interpret than those of the whole sample population and the four session
subgroup because there is less consistency between by-participants and by-items
analyses. Thus, the interaction was significant by items for All RT, F1<1, F2(2,21) = 3.54,
p = .05, not at all significant for Trimmed RT, all Fs<1, and again significant only by
items for naming accuracy, F1(2,8) = 2.55, p = .14, F2(2,21) = 13.55, p < .001. Thus, it
would seem that there is some modulation of the lexical frequency effect as a result of
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long term repetition, but there is too much variability in the naming performances of
the participants to affirm this conclusion.
The English dominant participants were not subject to an interaction between
repetition and stratum for naming times for either All RT or Trimmed RT, all Fs<1, but
there was an interaction by participants for naming accuracy, F1(8,32) = 2.40, p = .04,
F2(8,84) = 1.76, p = .10; it may be that with more power, the near-significant analysis by
items would also become significant. These results accord with the effect of short term
repetition on lexical frequency expressed by the whole sample population and the four
session group in that low frequency items are named consistently more slowly than
high frequency items over the short term, but naming accuracy of low frequency items
actually improves over the same time course
A post hoc analysis by paired sample t-test shows that naming accuracy was
more greatly affected in both languages by word frequency that naming times were; see
Table 19. This result can be seen in the significant difference overall between naming
accuracy in strata 2-3 and 1-3. However, the effect of word frequency on naming is not
distributed similarly among both testing languages, nor among the same stratum
contrasts within each language. Participants named items in Spanish significantly less
accurately between stratum 1 and stratum 3, but that effect does not also appear in
naming accuracy in English. One explanation for this asymmetry could be the lack of
statistical power in the analysis. Naming times exhibit no overall significant effect of
word frequency, while naming times in English as measured by Trimmed RT show a
significant difference in lexical access only between stratum 2 and stratum 3. This result
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is somewhat counterintuitive, in that it would seem that the trimmed data set would
not include the long naming times that would exhibit a significant frequency effect.
Rather, the long reaction times such as those included in All RT should illustrate the
frequency effect more than those that are closer to the naming time mean, as are
included in Trimmed RT. This inconsistency is also borne out by the fact that accuracy
does exhibit a frequency effect, and All RT also includes all inaccurate observations.
Table 19: Paired t-test results for the stratum factor, English dominant group

Testing
language
Overall

English

Spanish

Comparison
Stratum 1-2
Stratum 2-3
Stratum 1-3
Stratum 1-2
Stratum 2-3
Stratum 1-3
Stratum 1-2
Stratum 2-3
Stratum 1-3

All RT
t<1
t(4) = -2.24, p = .09
t(4) = -2.12, p = .09
t<1
t(4) = -1.30, p = .26
t(4) = -1.21, p = .30
t(4) = 1.42, p = .23
t(4) = -2.43, p = .07
t(4) = -2.48, p = .07

Trimmed RT
t<1
t(4) = -1.94, p = .11
t(4) = -1.52, p = .19
t<1
t(4) = -2.78, p = .04
t(4) = -1.73, p = .15
t<1
t(4) = -1.11, p = .32
t(4) = -1.08, p = .33

Accuracy
t(4) = 2.63, p = .06
t(4) = 2.87, p = .05
t(4) = 2.83, p = .05
t(4) = 2.20, p = .09
t(4) = 2.02, p = .11
t(4) = 2.33, p = .08
t(4) = 2.75, p < .05
t(4) = 2.42, p = .07
t(4) = 2.88, p = .05

Thus, it would seem that naming times are only affected by word frequency in
the dominant language, English, while naming accuracy is only affected by word
frequency in the nondominant language, Spanish. However, many of the results
presented in the table above are nearly significant, so it may very well be the case that
with a larger sample size the effect of word frequency will not only become more
robust, but that the frequency effects will also be more widely distributed among both
the dominant and nondominant languages. However, from these results it does seem
logical to conclude that word frequency had the greatest effect on participants‟
nondominant language.
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Spanish dominant group (n = 6)
Results are generally more consistent by both participants and items for the
Spanish dominant group, suggesting that the participants behaved more similarly to
each other overall than the English dominant participants did.

Testing language
A repeated measures analysis of variance did not find language to be a
significant factor for any of the dependent measures, all Fs<1, so participants did not
name items significantly more quickly or accurately in one language than another
during the experiment. This result contrasts with the English dominant participants,
suggesting that the Spanish dominant participants are more balanced bilinguals than
the English dominant participants are based on their naming performance.
Numerically, participants did name items marginally faster in Spanish overall, as
measured both by All RT (Fig. 50) and Trimmed RT (Fig. 51). However, they named
items more accurately in English than Spanish by 1.5 percentage points (Fig. 52).
There was no interaction between session and language in any dependent
measure (all Fs<1), so participants did not initially name items faster or more accurately
in one language during session 1 and then subsequently name items faster or more
accurately in the other language during session 2. Thus, participants‟ language
dominance did not switch during the experiment, nor was there a significant
convergence or divergence in either naming times or naming accuracy in the two
languages.
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Figure 50: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) for the language factor, Spanish dominant
group
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Figure 51: Mean accurate naming times for the language factor, Spanish dominant group
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Figure 52: Mean naming accuracy for the language factor, Spanish dominant group
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Session
As naming times taken from the first repetition of each session show, the Spanish
dominant participants named items increasingly quickly between sessions in both
languages (Figs. 53 and 54). This trend is markedly different from their English
dominant counterparts, who named items faster in session 2 than session 1 only in their
nondominant language.

Naming times (ms)

Figure 53: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) for the first repetition of sessions 1 and 2,
Spanish dominant group
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Figure 54: Mean accurate naming times for the first repetition of sessions 1 and 2, Spanish dominant
group
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Also unlike the English dominant participants, session had a significant effect on
naming times for All RT, F1(1,5) = 6.28, p = .05, F2(1,23) = 36.12, p < .001, and Trimmed
RT, F1(1,5) = 9.56, p = .04, F2(1,23) = 12.70, p < .01. And while the profiles of the All RT
(Fig. 55) and Trimmed RT data (Fig. 56) are slightly different from each other in scale,
both dependent measures show a similar trend in naming times wherein items are
initially named slightly faster in English during session 1, but by session 2 items are
named more quickly in Spanish.
Even with a slight increase in naming accuracy in English in session 2 (Fig. 57),
participants were not significantly more accurate across sessions (all Fs<1), which may
be the result of a speed-accuracy trade off. A repeated measures analysis of variance
shows that there is no interaction between testing language and session for either
naming times, ART F1<1, F2(1,23) = 1.03, p = .32, TRT all Fs<1, or naming accuracy, all
Fs<1.

Naming times (ms)

Figure 55: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) for the session factor, Spanish dominant
group
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Figure 56: Mean accurate naming times for the session factor, Spanish dominant group
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Figure 57: Mean naming accuracy for the session factor, Spanish dominant group
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Post hoc comparisons by paired sample t test (presented in Table 18) show that
Spanish dominant participants expressed a significant difference in their naming time
for Trimmed RTs and All RT from session 1 to session 2 overall, as well as in each
testing language (except All RT for Spanish). Thus, there was a longitudinal difference
in the speed of lexical access for the Spanish dominant participants in that they accessed
items more quickly between sessions 1-2 in both testing languages, but the difference in
the speed of access between testing languages was not significant for the first session.
Moreover, a difference in lexical access speed between testing languages did not appear
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during the second session. There was no change in naming accuracy between sessions,
which should also explain why All RT naming times do not show a significant
difference between sessions 1-2 in Spanish: if All RT includes the inaccurate
observations as well as the accurate ones, then it‟s likely that a speed-accuracy tradeoff
is present. Thus, participants were equally fast accessing Spanish names for items
overall in both sessions, but only their speed of access for correct names increased from
session 1-2. These results contrast strongly with the performance of the English
dominant participants, whose difference in speed of lexical access in the testing
languages converged over time (naming in English became slower between sessions 1
and 2).
Table 20: Paired sample t-test results for the session factor, Spanish dominant group

Testing
language
Overall
English
Spanish
English vs.
Spanish within
a session

Comparison

All RT

Trimmed RT

Accuracy

Session 1-2
Session 1-2
Session 1-2
Session 1 (Eng.) Session 1 (Sp.)
Session 2 (Eng.) Session 2 (Sp.)

t(5) = 3.52, p = .02
t(5) = 3.08, p = .03
t(5) = 1.77, p = .14
t<1

t(5) = 3.02, p = .03
t(5) = 2.80, p = .04
t(5) = 3.08, p = .03
t<1

t<1
t<1
t<1
t<1

t<1

t<1

t<1

Repetition
Repetition was very significant for All RT, F1(4,20) = 12.31, p < .001, F2(4,92) =
21.38, p < .001 as well as for Trimmed RT, F1(4,20) = 5.76, p < .01, F2(4,92) = 19.02, p <
.001, so the effect was not relegated to only long naming latencies or to inaccurate
responses. Thus, Spanish dominant participants‟ naming speed across naming
repetitions decreased in a way similar to that of the other analysis cohorts.
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However, Spanish dominant participants named items numerically more slowly
across repetitions than English dominant participants did. Spanish dominant RTs were
over 300ms slower in English than English dominant RTs in repetition 1 (All RT: 335ms
difference between languages; Trimmed RT: 301ms difference between languages), and
almost 200ms slower in Spanish (All RT: 179ms difference between languages; Trimmed
RT: 198ms difference between languages).
Repetition did not have a significant effect on naming accuracy, F1(4,20) = 1.4, p
= .27, F2(4,92) = 1.52, p = .20, so participants did not name items significantly more
accurately across repetitions. There may be a speed accuracy trade off at play, although
the fact that the repetition effect is present among both the All RT observations and just
the accurate RT observations suggests that such a trade-off is not as large as it could be.
Overall naming accuracy is marginally less than that of the English dominant
participants. There was no significant interaction between testing language and
repetition for ART, F1(4,20) = 1.41, p = .27, F2(4,92) = 1.82, p = 1.82, p = .13, while the
interaction was significant only by items for TRT, F1(4,20) = 1.51, p = .25, F2(4,92) = 3.33,
p = .02, and only by participants for naming accuracy, F1(4,20) = 3.06, p = .04, F2(4,92) =
1.14, p = .34. The inconsistency of these results cautions against over interpretation.
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Naming times (ms)

Figure 58: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
repetition factor, Spanish dominant group
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Figure 59: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the repetition factor,
Spanish dominant group
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Figure 60: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the repetition factor, Spanish
dominant group
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Paired sample t-tests confirm that repetition was also a robust factor in Spanish
dominant participants‟ naming performance, as the results in Table 19 show. Crucially,
though, the effect is present over longer spans of time that it is for the English dominant
group. For example, there was a significant difference in overall All RT naming times
not only between repetitions 1-2, as was the case for the English dominant groups, but
also between repetition 1 and repetition 6 (or, the first repetitions of each session, which
represent about an average interval of 8.9 days; see Table 4 for the number of days
between sessions), as well as between repetition 1 and repetition 10 (or, the first and last
repetitions of the first two sessions, representing an average interval of 12.4 days ). In
other words, the repetition effect was manifested immediately within each session, but
also lingered between experimental sessions. The repetition effect is also present in
Trimmed RTs, but apparently doesn‟t manifest itself between repetition 1 and repetition
6.
Table 21: Paired sample t-test results for the repetition factor, Spanish dominant group

Testing
language
Overall

English

Spanish

Comparison
Repetition 1-2
Repetition 1-6
Repetition 1-10
Repetition 1-2
Repetition 1-6
Repetition 1-10
Repetition 1-2
Repetition 1-6
Repetition 1-10

All RT

Trimmed RT

Accuracy

t(5) = 6.53, p < .01
t(5) = 5.51, p < .01
t(5) = 4.54, p < .01
t(5) = 2.72, p = .04
t(5) = 2.10, p = .09
t(5) = 4.10, p < .01
t(5) = 2.23, p = .08
t(5) = 2.27, p = .07
t(5) = 3.18, p = .03

t(5) = 2.80, p = .04
t(5) = 1.20, p = .28
t(5) = 3.67, p = .02
t(5) = 2.45, p = .06
t<1
t(5) = 4.14, p < .01
t(5) = 1.89, p = .12
t(5) = 1.52, p = .19
t(5) = 2.80, p = .04

t(5) = -4.00, p = .01
t(5) = -1.47, p = .20
t(5) = -1.09, p = .33
t(5) = -2.78, p = .04
t(5) = -2.19, p = .08
t(5) = -1.61, p = .17
t(5)= -1.49, p = .20
t<1
t<1

The long term repetition effect is also present in All RT and Trimmed RT for both
testing languages while the immediate effect is only present in All RT for English
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(although, the effect is almost significant for Trimmed RT). That contrast by language
in the short term and long term repetition effect for Spanish dominant participants
differs markedly with the behavior of the English dominant participants, who were
subject to an significant (or nearly significant) effect of immediate repetition in both
their dominant and nondominant languages, but showed no long term effect of
repetition.
One interpretation of this split by dominance in the repetition effect could be that
more balanced bilinguals – the Spanish dominant bilinguals, in this case – are subject to
long term repetition effects because they have weaker access overall to lexical items in
both language as a result of the balanced nature of their language use. In other words,
because they are using both their L1 and L2 in relatively equal amounts, they cannot
use any given word in either language as much as a monolingual speaker of that
language would be able to. Therefore, any repeated use of the word will have a greater
effect on that word‟s frequency weight. Finkbeiner, Gollan, and Caramazza (2006) call
this rationale the Weaker Links Hypothesis. However, while Finkbeiner and colleagues
discuss how lexical activation through repetition can help to bolster lexical access in
bilingual speakers, they do not consider how that activation may decay over time, as
the present results seem to indicate. With greater power (i.e., more subjects), it could
turn out that a repetition effect would be present between all of the repetition contrasts
presented above in Table 18. Even without such results, it is reasonable to conclude
that the repetition effect is so weak over the long term because the immediate
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facilitation that repetition provides for lexical access between repetitions 1-2 decays
rapidly.

Stratum
The effect of stratum was significant for All RT, F1(1.06,5.31)21 = 7.30, p = .04, F2
(2,21) = 4.06, p = .03, so participants named high frequency items significantly faster
than low frequency items. However, stratum did not have a significant effect on
Trimmed RT F1(2,10) = 1.031, p = .40, F2(2,21) = 1.083, p = .36, so the effect of word
frequency must be located primarily in either the very long responses or in the
inaccurate responses. If that is the case, then it‟s likely that word frequency doesn‟t
affected trimmed reaction times because the data set doesn‟t include enough
information. Indeed, more items from stratum 3 (n = 219) were trimmed from the data
set than from the other two strata (stratum 2, n = 139 items; stratum 1, n = 57 items).
As Figs. 61 and 62 show, items were named numerically faster in Spanish across
strata for both All RT and Trimmed RT, but naming performance across strata was
actually very balanced by language for the Spanish dominant participants. For both All
RT and Trimmed RT, mean naming times by language were within 30-40ms of each
other across all three strata. That is to say, word frequency had less of an effect on
lexical access in the nondominant language in Spanish dominant bilinguals than in
English dominant bilinguals.

21

Greenhouse Geisser corrected degrees of freedom; original degrees of freedom = 2,10
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Regarding accuracy, stratum had a significant effect in a repeated measures
analysis of variance by participants but not by items, F1(2,10) = 5.37, p = .03, F2(2,21) =
2.03, p = .16. The difference between the F1 and F2 tests is not as big as those present in
the English dominant data set, which is encouraging. It could be that a couple of items
are assigned to the wrong stratum and are, therefore, skewing the results. As Fig. 63
shows, naming accuracy decreased as word frequency decreased. Qualitatively, then,
naming accuracy across strata behaved similarly to that of the English dominant
participants and of the whole sample population.

Naming times (ms)

Figure 61: Mean naming times (accurate and inaccurate) in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the
stratum factor, Spanish dominant group
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Naming times (ms)

Figure 62: Mean accurate naming times in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the stratum factor,
Spanish dominant group
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Figure 63: Mean naming accuracy in Spanish (Sp) and English (Eng) for the stratum factor, Spanish
dominant group
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Unlike their English dominant counterparts, the Spanish dominant participants
were subject to an interaction between session and stratum such that they named low
frequency items significantly more quickly across experimental sessions in the All RT
data set, F1(2,15) = 6.61, p = .02, F2(2,21) = 6.13, p < .01. However, this interaction was
not present in the Trimmed RT data set, all Fs<1, so the locus of the effect was in
incorrect and very long (+4000ms) responses. Strangely, there is no concomitant
interaction between session and stratum for naming accuracy, F1(2,15) = 1.72, p = .23,
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F2(2,21) = 1.07, p = .36, as was present for the four session group and the English
dominant group.
There was no significant interaction between repetition and stratum for either
naming times, All RT F1(8,40) = 1.60, p = .16, F2(8,84) = 1.66, p = .12, Trimmed RT
F1(8,40) = 1.70, p = .35, F2<1, or naming accuracy, F1(8,40) = 1.46, p = 20, F2(8,84) = 1,16,
p = .33. Therefore, the lexical frequency effect was present in all naming repetitions
over the short term for the Spanish dominant participants.
The stratum factor also shows a robust effect in post-hoc comparisons of
participants‟ naming performance, as the results presented in Table 20 show, although
the distribution of the effect is very different from that of the English dominant group.
First of all, the English dominant group showed a marginal effect of stratum for both
naming accuracy and reaction times, although several comparisons (especially for
reaction times) were nearly significant. Secondly, the Spanish dominant data exhibit a
contrast in the distribution of the stratum effect between All RT and Trimmed RT. Both
dependent measures show a frequency effect for the low frequency words, both
between strata 2-3 and between stratum 1 and stratum 3. However, the Trimmed RT
measure shows a frequency effect for low frequency item naming times predominantly
in English, while only the All RT measure shows a frequency effect for low frequency
item naming times in Spanish. One explanation for this distribution is that the data are
expressing a speed-accuracy tradeoff: in the dominant language, Spanish, participants
are able to access names more quickly (M = 1422ms, SD = 1033ms), but not accurately
(M = 76.94%, SD = 42.17%). In the nondominant language, English, participants are
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able to access words less quickly (M = 1516ms, SD = 982ms), but more accurately (M =
81.08%, SD = 39.21%). The speed of access is likely to be faster in the dominant
language because participants have more experience with using it historically
(especially in light of the fact that Spanish is the L1 for all six Spanish dominant
participants). However, because Spanish is not used predominantly in the speakers‟
daily environment (or at least less than 100% of the time), the accuracy with which they
can access low frequency words quickly has decayed. Therefore, the speed of lexical
access is likely to be less fast in the non-dominant language overall, but due to an
increased use of the nondominant language in the current English-speaking
environment, speakers are likely able to access low frequency words more accurately, if
more slowly.
Table 22: Paired sample t-test results for the stratum factor, Spanish dominant group

Testing
language
Overall

English

Spanish

Comparison
Stratum 1-2
Stratum 2-3
Stratum 1-3
Stratum 1-2
Stratum 2-3
Stratum 1-3
Stratum 1-2
Stratum 2-3
Stratum 1-3

All RT
t(5) = -1.29, p = .25
t(5) = -2.81, p = .04
t(5) = -2.63, p < .05
t<1
t(5) = -2.38, p = .06
t(5) = -2.12, p = .15
t(5) = -1.72, p = .15
t(5) = -2.75, p = .04
t(5) = -3.17, p = .03

Trimmed RT

Accuracy

t(5) = -1.02, p = .35
t(5) = -3.05, p = .03
t(5) = -2.75, p = .04
t<1
t(5) = -3.60, p = .02
t(5) = -2.64, p < .05
t(5) = -1.92, p = .11
t(5) = -1.89, p = .12
t(5) = -2.75, p = .04

t(5) = 4.06, p = .01
t(5) = 1.31, p = .25
t(5) = 2.95, p = .03
t(5) = 4.66, p < .01
t(5) = 1.13, p = .31
t(5) = 3.07, p = .03
t(5) = .2.81, p = .04
t(5) = 1.16, p = .30
t(5) = 1.93, p = .11

However, pairwise comparisons of the strata show no significant differences in
accuracy between strata 2-3 or between stratum 1 and stratum 3 in Spanish for the
Spanish dominant speakers.

That result, however, does not indicate whether Spanish

speakers were generally more accurate in naming low frequency words in their
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dominant language or whether they were generally less accurate in naming low
frequency words such that there was no change in accuracy between strata 2-3. Because
there was a significant difference in naming accuracy between stratum 1 and 2, it‟s
reasonable to conclude that Spanish dominant speakers were less accurate overall for
low and medium frequency words. Overall naming accuracy and naming accuracy in
both testing languages were much more affected by word frequency for the Spanish
dominant participants than the English dominant participants.
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DISCUSSION
The discussion of the results of the experiment described in the preceding section
will proceed by addressing each underlying hypothesis of the experiment, as outlined
in the Hypothesis section. First, the short term effects of repetition on language
dominance will be discussed, then the long term effects of repetition on language
dominance, and finally the variable nature of the frequency effect will be considered.
As the results of the data analysis have shown many times over, the small number of
participants in the study make it difficult to reach firm conclusions about the effect of
particular experimental factors, but it is still possible to draw inferences about the way
that repetition in lexical access and lexical frequency contribute to the dynamic nature
of language dominance.

1. Does language dominance change in the short term (within an experimental
session) as a result of repeated lexical access?
As stated in the original formulation of this hypothesis, the first aim of this
experiment is to reproduce results presented in previous research attesting to the
facilitative effect of naming repetition on lexical access in bilingual speakers. That aim
has clearly been fulfilled; a robust main effect of naming repetition was found on
naming times in both testing languages in the analyses of reaction time data both for the
whole sample population, the four session group, and the two language dominance
groups. There was no significant effect of naming repetition on naming accuracy, but
that could well be due to a ceiling effect, as naming accuracy was generally high.
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However, lack of duration does not necessarily mean that a weak effect of repetition
occasioned only a short lived increase in lexical access. Instead, it could well be the case
that the effect of repetition was strong and reached its full capacity quickly. Evidence to
support this conclusion can be found in mean naming times across all cohorts for
repetitions 2-5, which consistently remain within the range of 1100-1200ms. In other
words, naming times are subject to a floor effect.
This evidence for a strong and immediate effect of repetition contrasts with
previous research which found that the effect of repetition took effect more gradually.
Specifically, the duration of the effect is shorter than predicted - naming times
decreased significantly only between repetitions 1 and 2 - considering that the
repetition effect was robust across five naming repetitions in Ivanova and Costa‟s (2008)
picture naming study and three repetitions in Gollan and colleague‟s (2005) study.
Why would the effect of repetition take effect quickly? One possibility is that
participants‟ activation levels for the test items were immediately heightened during the
first repetition, and then maintained across subsequent repetitions. Such a scenario is
the critical one for the purposes of this experiment, as the repetition effect tested by
Gollan et al. (2005) and Ivanova and Costa (2008) was hypothesized to be the result of
continued activation for individual lexical items during each successive use, rather than
the result of factors pertaining to the way that items were semantically similar to each
other. This continued activation across item repetitions is difficult to verify with the
data at hand, though, because it is impossible to rule out the possibility that the
repetition effect is the result of spreading activation. Such a situation could potentially
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result from the fact that the test items were drawn from only one semantic domain – the
body - which could mean that lexical activation spread between lexical items associated
with that domain. This spreading activation does not necessarily require that the
participants consciously realize that all of the test items were semantically similar.
A related possibility is that the participants were better able to consciously
familiarize themselves with the item set than participants in the aforementioned
studies. Because the items were all part of a particular semantic domain, it may be the
case that participants were actually learning the items instead of having to access the
items in a way that was more novel during every repetition. Even though the item
presentations were randomized, there may have been few enough items for the
participants to be able to at least predict that they would be naming the same items five
times during each repetition block. Participants in both the study by Gollan et al. (2005)
and Ivanova and Costa (2008) named many more items (90 and 50 items, respectively)
which were not part of a cohesive semantic class and, therefore, harder to learn and
predict the arrival of. This inability to predict test items might mean that participants
would have to access the features of lexical items (such as semantic class or domain,
lexical frequency, and phonological information, all in the appropriate language) de
novo during each trial. Participants in the present study, however, may have been able
to use their experience with previous trials to gain an advantage in future trials if they
realized that a) only a small set of terms were used, b) items were ordered from low to
high frequency, and c) all items were semantically related. However, informal
interviews with participants after their first (and sometimes subsequent) experimental
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sessions indicated that participants were not aware of the difference in „hardness‟ of the
word, as measured by lexical frequency. It may be the case, though, that participants
recognized a trend in lexical frequency that they could not articulate, and/or that
participants became more aware of the lexical frequency factor upon their subsequent
experimental sessions. Alternatively, it‟s likely that, by only encountering items from
one semantic domain, participants were able to remember at least some of the items
more easily between sessions than if there had been a set of semantically unrelated
items.
Aside from the simple main effect of repetition, the major question with short
term repetition is whether or not the repetition effect is the same in both the dominant
and nondominant languages. Most importantly, do naming times in one testing
language become faster relative to the other testing language as a result of repetition,
and how does that change relate to the language which is dominant? Because the
disadvantage in L2 naming has been repeatedly attested in previous studies (Gollan et
al. 2005, Gollan et al. 2008, Ivanova and Costa 2008; in all cases, the L2 was the
nondominant language; see Isurin 2001 for an investigation of how that disadvantage
changes languages as the L2 becomes the dominant language), it was reasonable to
expect that the bilingual participants in this study would also name items more slowly
in their nondominant language. There was no interaction between testing language and
repetition for either the entire sample population or the four session group, indicating
that participants named items consistently more quickly in one language across all
repetitions. In both cases, participants named items more quickly overall in English.
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There was also no interaction between the participants‟ dominant language and
repetition, so participants consistently named items more quickly in their dominant
language across all repetitions. This result would seem to contradict the previous
findings about the null interaction between testing language and repetition, as more
than half of the participant (n = 6, out of 11 total) were Spanish dominant. Thus, it
would seem incongruous that Spanish dominant participants both named items more
quickly in English and also in their dominant language, Spanish. The language factor
was not significant for Spanish dominant participants, indicating that they named items
with similar speed in both testing languages; this is not only evidence of those
participants being relatively balanced bilinguals, but it also means that when combined
with the English dominant participants, naming time averages for each repetition might
not reflect the nuances of that Spanish dominant naming performance. Moreover, the
lack of a statistical interaction between dominant language and repetition doesn‟t mean
that there wasn‟t a qualitative interaction, and Figs. 55 and 56 show that while Spanish
dominant participants did name items faster in English during the first item repetition
in an experimental session, they named items faster in Spanish during subsequent
repetitions (although, oddly, not during the fifth repetition). The small sample size of
this experiment has already been cited as a complication for interpreting the results of
the data analysis, and it may be that the dominant-language by repetition interaction
would become robust with a larger sample size. In both language dominance groups,
naming times in the nondominant language approach those of the dominant language
during repetitions 2-5. However, each dominance group expresses a different
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relationship between the dominant and nondominant language across repetitions: the
dominant language is always accessed faster for the English dominant group, while the
nondominant language is initially accessed faster for the Spanish dominant group, but
the dominant language is accessed faster on subsequent repetitions.
Hence, the English dominant group‟s naming performance supports the
conclusion that an increased amount of naming is facilitative for the nondominant
language while having no effect on the dominant language. As a result of such an
increase in input, the English dominant participants appear to become more balanced in
the short term. The Spanish dominant group‟s naming performance appears to support
the proposition that lexical access in the nondominant language is difficult relative to
that in the dominant language, perhaps as a result of competition resulting in
inhibition. However, the differences between naming times in the two testing
languages across repetitions are generally small for both the English dominant group
(between 5 and 56ms per repetition) and the Spanish dominant group (between 3 and
86ms per repetition), so the relative change in language dominance for both groups in
any direction across repetitions appears to be small.

2. How does language dominance change over the long term as the result of
repeated lexical access?
Unlike the robust effect of short term repetition on lexical access on all cohorts
examined, the main effect of long term repetition, or the effect of session, was not
distributed consistently among cohorts. Firstly, there was no significant effect of
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session for the whole sample population over the course of two experimental sessions at
all. This result indicates that participants did not name items significantly more quickly
during the second session that the first, although there was a numerical decrease in
average reaction times in both testing languages. There was also no significant
interaction between testing language and session or dominant language and session, so
participants did not initially name items more quickly in one language during session 1
and the other language during session 2.
Secondly, while the effect of session wasn‟t consistently significant by
participants and by items for the four session group of participants, the fact that the
items analysis showed a robust effect of session suggests that the sample size (n = 6)
may have been too small. Again, there was a numerical decrease in naming time length
between session 1-4, which gives support to the idea that the effect may become
significant with a larger sample size. However, the four session group also did not
express a significant interaction between testing language and session nor between
dominant language and session, so participants who participated in four experimental
sessions also did not initially name items more quickly in one language during session 1
and the other language during session 2. Yet, as with the main effect of session itself,
the dominant-language by session interaction was significant by the items analysis for
both naming time variables, so it could be that case that the sample size was too small
to express the real nature of the longitudinal shift in language dominance. Were that
interaction to have happened, then participants would have switched their language
dominance over a period of weeks as a result of repeated naming. Figure 25 shows an
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intriguing pattern in the Trimmed RT data wherein naming times are initially faster in
Spanish during session 1, but naming times in session 4 are faster in English. The
direction of that shift, however, is statistically indeterminate, especially because post
hoc analysis confirmed that there were no differences in the mean naming times in both
languages between any two sessions. Moreover, instead of indicating a shift in
language dominance overall, this pattern could merely be an effect of the test items
themselves, especially because the effect of session was significant only by the items
analysis. It‟s also possible that the apparent crossover is driven by a testing order effect,
although participants were balanced within sessions and across sessions with respect to
the order of the languages in which they completed the task. In other words, all
participants completed two sessions in which they named items in Spanish then
English, and two sessions during which they named items in English and then Spanish.
Additionally, during each session, three participants completed the task in the SpanishEnglish order and three participants completed the task in the English-Spanish order.
This balancing of language testing order with session would suggest, then, that the
crossover reflects the true pattern of results in the data.
The possibility of an interaction between language and the session factor does
provides a useful segue, however, for considering the effect of long term repetition
when participants are divided up by language dominance. The effect of session was not
significant for the English dominant participants, but it was significant for Spanish
dominant participants. Therefore, Spanish dominant participants named items more
quickly overall between sessions 1-2, while English dominant participants did not.
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However, Figs. 38 and 39 show that English dominant participants did name items
numerically differently between sessions 1-2; in fact, they named items more slowly in
both languages during session 2, and the rate of naming between sessions actually
increased the most for the dominant language.

While this interaction is not

statistically significant, this outcome suggests that increased use of both languages
fosters competition between the two languages, and in such a way that that competition
makes lexical access more difficult in the dominant language than in the nondominant
language. The presence of competition as the result of increased use of the
nondominant language is evidence that the English dominant speakers are somewhat
unbalanced bilinguals whose long term lexical access is not facilitated by increased use.
That is not to say that there would never be any long term facilitation through increased
use, but rather that the amount of input present in this experiment was insufficient to
produce that result. The Spanish dominant participants, on the other hand, exhibit a
qualitative interaction in the opposite direction to the English dominant participants in
that naming times during session 1 are initially faster in the nondominant language, but
then become faster in the dominant language during session 2 (Figs. 52 and 53). This
interaction is also not statistically significant, but the naming behavior provides at least
some support for the conclusion that these participants are more balanced than their
English dominant counterparts because they can switch the language in which they
have the easiest lexical access over a period of only two weeks, if given enough
exposure. Granted, in being able to switch the language in which they can access lexical
items the quickest, the Spanish dominant participants are not necessarily becoming
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more balanced bilinguals after having been never been balanced, but rather they are
becoming rebalanced (at least in the context of the experiment) after a period during
which they favored their nondominant language, English.
It is again possible that the difference in longitudinal naming performance differs
between the two dominance groups due to the effect of testing order, as it might for the
analyses by number of sessions. While all six Spanish dominant participants were
balanced within sessions and across sessions with respect to the order of the languages
they completed the task in, two of the English dominant participants were not balanced
across sessions with respect to testing order. Those two participants were only tested in
Spanish and then English, which could explain the slow access of English lexical items
present in the English dominant data. Indeed, participants in the English dominant
group named items faster on average in English in the English-Spanish testing order (M
= 944ms, SD = 328ms) than the Spanish-English testing order (M = 1221ms, SD =
810ms). Moreover, one of the participants who was only tested in the Spanish-English
order had much longer naming times overall during both sessions (M = 1400ms, SD =
952ms) than the rest of the cohort did in either the English-Spanish order (M = 944ms,
SD = 328ms) or the Spanish-English order (M = 1227ms, SD = 828ms). Unfortunately,
the small number of participants in the English dominant group especially means that
the effect of testing order may be disproportionately powerful.
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3. Is the frequency effect expressed differently over the long and the short term?
Three expectations underlie this hypothesis. First of all, I hypothesized that the
main effect of lexical frequency found in previous studies will obtain in the data from
this experiment. Secondly, the interaction between frequency and short term naming
repetition (within one session) was hypothesized to not be significant because the work
of Ivanova and Costa (2008) found that the majority of the frequency effect across
repetitions was borne by the low frequency words; ultimately, there was a floor effect
upon naming times for high frequency words. Lastly, even though the frequency effect
should be robust in the short term, I hypothesized that long term repetition in lexical
access should modulate the frequency effect such that there is not as robust a difference
in naming times for high and low frequency words as there is in the short term. Each
prediction will be discussed in turn.
To begin with, the main effect of stratum was robust in all cohorts studied,
although the distribution of the effect is not consistent across dependent measures and
between the by-participants and by-items analyses. As far as the speed of lexical access
is concerned, the frequency effect is present in both naming time dependent measures
for the whole sample population and the four session group, while the effect is appears
only in the long and inaccurate responses included in the All RT data set for the two
dominance groupings. This result makes sense in that the low frequency items are also
the ones that tend to be named inaccurately, so the Trimmed RT data set represents
fewer of the more difficult lexical items. Moreover, naming accuracy was generally
high for all cohorts studied, but there was still an effect of frequency on accuracy in all
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cohorts (although, only in the by-participants analysis) except the four session group.
Therefore, participants named low frequency words less accurately than high frequency
words in general.
That frequency effect was not modulated over the short term for naming times,
as evidenced by the lack of any significant interaction between the stratum factor and
the repetition factor for any of the cohorts. This result supports the prediction that the
repetition of low frequency items in the short term is not enough to significantly
improve the speed of lexical access for those items. A corollary conclusion could be that
short term modulation of the frequency effect is only possible with more intense
repetition than was present within an experimental session in this experiment.
However, the frequency effect was modulated over the five block repetitions for
naming accuracy. This result was attested in all cohorts except the Spanish dominant
participants. One reason for this disparity is that the Spanish dominant participants
seem, as a whole, more balanced that the English dominant participants. This fact
might mean that there is a more pronounced bilingual disadvantage in their naming
performance such that each lexical item really does have a history of less frequent use in
both languages, so the amount of use necessary to improve naming accuracy for low
frequency words in balanced bilinguals is greater than that needed for unbalanced
bilinguals. Of course, the unbalanced bilinguals are most likely improving in accuracy
primarily in their dominant language because it is the most accessible in the mental
lexicon, the effect of which improvement could obscure a lack of naming accuracy in
their nondominant language across naming repetitions when naming accuracy is
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collapsed over the language factor. Unfortunately, the small sample size of this
experiment makes it unfeasible to test that three way interaction between frequency,
repetition, and language, but the question remains for future research.
Lastly, was the frequency effect modulated over the long term even if it was not
diminished over the short term? When looked at globally, the results from all of the
analysis cohorts give somewhat of an opaque answer. First of all, there is no significant
interaction between session and the stratum factor for the whole sample population in
any of the dependent measures, but the interaction is significant for the remaining three
cohorts in varying ways. The Trimmed RT data set never expresses the interaction, so
it‟s possible to infer that that data set does not include enough observations of low
frequency items for the interaction to be present. And, in fact, the interaction is present
among the All RT data set for all of the remaining three cohorts, so naming times for
low frequency items did become shorter relative to high frequency items when
experimental sessions were repeated either 2 or 4 times. One caveat, however, is that
the interaction is only significant by items for the English dominant group, but the small
number of participants in that cohort make it difficult to interpret that result. A similar
difficult exists for interpreting the interaction‟s presence among naming accuracy, as
the effect is significant only by items for the four session group, by items and
participants for the English dominant participants, and not at all significant for the
Spanish dominant group. The last result is the easiest to interpret: as with the short
term interaction of repetition and the stratum factor, it may be that naming is more
subject to frequency effects in more balanced bilinguals and, therefore, it takes much
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more input to affect the relative frequency weights of low frequency lexical items.
However, the fact that the interaction is present for naming time and not naming
accuracy is curious, in that it would be logical to assume that as it became easier to
access a lexical item more quickly, it would also be easier to name that item more
correctly. However, the question of whether or not that assumption is valid pertains to
the way that lexical information is stored, which is beyond the scope of this discussion.
One possible explanation for this disjunct between naming time and naming accuracy is
that when participants named pictures incorrectly during the first repetition, they then
settled on that label as the seemingly correct one to use upon subsequent instances of
that item, a strategy which kept naming accuracy for low frequency items low. Another
explanation is that participants did not know the name for difficult items, and so used
another term that seemed appropriate based on semantic appropriateness or bodily
proximity. For example, several participants named the picture with the target label
„head‟ as „face‟ even though the whole head was circled, probably because the model
was facing the camera.
Overall, though, it does appear that the predicted effects of lexical frequency
were upheld in the data, and it is possible to conclude that different aspects of the
lexical frequency effect can be manipulated over both the short and the long term.
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CONCLUSION
1. Conclusions drawn from research
The results of this long term picture naming experiment support previous
findings on the effect of word frequency and repetition on bilingual lexical access. They
also provide new information regarding the nature of bilingual lexical access over
periods of time that are longer than those investigated by other researchers.
Specifically, in the short term the repetition factor was the most effective at
decreasing the length of naming times, and increasing naming accuracy, in all cohorts.
The results also demonstrated that participants had a harder time naming low
frequency words than high frequency words. Over the long term, the two different
dominance groups behaved very differently from each other with respect to their
picture naming performance, suggesting that unbalanced bilinguals have a harder time
dealing with increased use of their nondominant language. This difficulty could result
from the sequelae of competition between the dominant and nondominant language,
such as inhibition. Picture naming for balanced bilinguals, on the other hand, seems to
be facilitated by long term repetition. This result points to a lack of linguistic
competition between languages in balanced bilinguals, who are known to be able to
reliably access lexical items correctly in both of their languages (Finkbeiner et al. 2006).
However, the balanced bilinguals in this study were not significantly faster at picture
naming in their dominant language, which does not support the findings of other
studies (Gollan et al 2005, Ivanova and Costa 2008), which found that even very
balanced early bilinguals named pictures significantly faster in their dominant
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language. However, these participants were still numerically faster at lexical access in
their dominant language and insofar as there was low statistical power for all analyses
by participants conducted during this study, these conclusions should be regarded
cautiously.
Aside from a small number of participants (which was compounded by the
subset analyses), additional limitations to the research program included potential
effects of testing order, as well as the possibility that including items from only one
semantic domain may have aided the participants in predicting features of upcoming
test items, such as their lexical frequency. Lastly, the time involved in the study
represented a substantial commitment on the part of participants, and even though they
were compensated for their time it is not unlikely that boredom or inattention would
develop without any new material added to the task between sessions.

2. Summary of the work’s contributions to the field
The most important contribution that this research has made to the
psycholinguistic exploration of bilingual language processing is its longitudinal
perspective on language dominance. Language dominance as it is currently conceived
is not a static property of the bilingual mental architecture, but rather an emergent
property of the socialization and psychological development of the individual speaker
(Hamers 2004, Jessner 2003). Several key factors have been identified as central to the
development of bilingual abilities and the resulting phenomenon of language
dominance. One of those factors broadly conceived is relative language use, one
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specific feature of which is lexical frequency. Another factor, and one which is inherent
in the creation of lexical frequency, is repeated usage of lexical items over varying time
intervals. While many researchers have focused on both the lexical frequency effect
(Gollan et al. 2008, Ivanova and Costa 2008 Jescheniak and Levelt 1994, Navarrete et al.
2006, Diana and Reder 2006, Caramazza et al. 2001, Balota and Chumbley 1984) and
repetition (Gollan et al. 2005, Ivanova and Costa 2008) as key components in the
dynamic nature of bilingual language dominance, there have been few studies which
investigate language use over periods of time that are longer than one experimental
session. Those that have done so have been designed in such a way as to investigate
presumed longitudinal language dominance by looking at cohorts who represent
different age groups, but which have either not actually taken longitudinal
measurements (Mägiste 1985, Gollan et al 2008, Newman and German 2005), or have
generally followed a very small number of subjects as they undergo language shift
through the course of adoption (Isurin 2000). Others have attempted to link such
factors as the age of acquisition of the L1 and/or L2 to current bilingual competency,
but not by using longitudinal analysis (Flege et al., 2002). This present study thus
represents a more nuanced approach to the question of how the bilingual (or
multilingual) mind changes over time as a function of language use.
The reason that a longitudinal approach is important precipitates primarily from
the fact that bilingual ability is the complicated product of many factors, some of which
relate to personal aptitude and experience, and some of which relate to interpersonal
process such as language socialization. By adopting a longitudinal approach more
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generally, researchers can begin to tease apart those factors which influence bilingual
speech processing the most over the lifetime of the speaker. While an important agenda
purely for research‟s sake, this approach may also lead to a more scientifically informed
understanding of how bilingual ability can be lost or gained (whether in the L1 or L2).
Such an understanding has implications for a number of applied fields that are
concerned with language learning, such as second language acquisition and first
language maintenance. Both of those enterprises are included in conservation
programs for languages which are considered endangered by their speakers and/or by
outside interests, such as researchers or educators.

3. Questions for future research
Due to the limitations of its sample size, this study was unable to conclusively
point to differences between balanced and unbalanced bilinguals‟ longitudinal lexical
access. So, one avenue for future research would be to replicate the study with a greater
number of participants. Doing so would also allow for a more conclusive investigation
of the effects of testing order on naming performance. A second approach to replicating
the results would be to use semantically unrelated test items to see if there is an effect of
semantic domain on the speed and accuracy of lexical access. Ivanova and Costa (2008)
included an analysis of the effect of cognates in their research, but the cognates were
chosen randomly. Not only is it important to consider semantically diverse materials, it
is also important to consider whether or not the long and short term effects of repetition
also apply to other cognitive tasks, such as syntactic phrase building. Lastly, it would
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also be informative to investigate the effect of long term repetition (the session factor)
without short term repetition (the repetition factor) to see whether or not lexical
activation is maintained over long periods of time in the absence of increased input over
short periods of time.
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APPENDIX A: ITEM LISTS
Short item lists (experimental)

Long item lists (pilot)

Stratum 1

Stratum 1

Stratum 2

Stratum 3

back
hand
head
face
eye
mouth
foot
arm
fingers
tongue
neck
lips
nose
shoulder
ear
teeth
stomach
knee
chin
toe
wrist
ankle
forehead
knuckle

Stratum 2

Stratum 3

head
leg
back
face
hair
eye
mouth
teeth
tongue
lips
nose
ears
hand
shoulder
fingers
knee
foot
waist
forehead
chin
eyebrow
neck
cheek
arm
wrist
thumb
palm
fingernail
knuckle
cheekbone
pupil
eyelid
elbow
knuckle
shin
calf
ankle
toenails
arch

bicep
stomach
forearm
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APPENDIX B: ALLOWABLE SYNONYMS
Synonyms that were coded as correct:
English
chin
stomach

Spanish
barbilla, mentón, pera
estomago, panza

Also, allowable sound changes:
elbow
cudo vs. codo
eyebrow
ceja vs. eja

Synonyms that were coded as incorrect:
English
Spanish
body hair (vs. head hair)
pelo (vs. cabello)
terms that generally refer to lomo („the back of an animal,‟ vs. espalda, ‘human back‟)
animal physiology
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APPENDIX C: DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE
Part I
Federal funding sources request that the researcher collect the following demographic
information from participants. You are encouraged but not required to provide it. I assure you
that this information will not be associated with your name or disclosed except as required by
law. This information is used to evaluate whether participants in my experiments are
representative of the larger population.
Sex: (Check one)

_____Female _____Male

Age:_____

Part II
The following information is used to ensure that participants meet the requirements of my
experiments. For example, experiments in the comprehension of English may be limited to
native speakers of English; listening experiments are restricted to individuals with normal
hearing. All information will remain confidential.
Normal hearing:

_____Yes

_____No

Normal or corrected-to-normal vision:

_____Yes

_____No

Your native language (the primary language spoken in your childhood home)
_____English  English-speaking region in which you grew up: ___________________
_____Other

 Language name:_______________

Country/region:______________

Part III
The following information is collected to give me a more detailed picture of your language
background and experience. It allows me to do things like compare speakers with different
language proficiencies in different versions of the experiment. All information will remain
confidential.
How long have you lived in the United States?
_____Whole life
_____ Years, from the age of _____ to _____
If elsewhere, where have you lived? ___________________________________________________?
How long have you lived in Hawai„i?
_____Whole life
_____ Years, from the age of _____ to _____
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If elsewhere in the US, which state? ___________________________________________________?
Native language of your parents or your primary caregivers (e.g., grandparents living in your
childhood home):
Mother:

_____English  _____Hawai„i _____Mainland _____Other
_____Other  Language name___________ Country/region___________
Was your mother bilingual? Yes___ No___ 2nd language______________

Father :

_____English  _____Hawai„i _____Mainland _____Other
_____Other  Language name___________ Country/region___________
Was your father bilingual? Yes___ No___ 2nd language______________

Other:

_____English  _____Hawai„i _____Mainland _____Other
_____Other  Language name___________ Country/region___________
Was your caregiver bilingual? Yes___ No___ 2nd language____________

_____If more, check here and write in the information on the back of this form.
Do you speak /understand languages other than English? Answer „yes‟ only if there are many
sentences you can understand: _____Yes
____No.
If yes, fill in the blanks below and check all that apply.
Language ______________________ Years of experience (approx) __________________
Age when you began learning the language ______
_____native proficiency
_____fluent but not native
_____mid-level
_____beginner
_____comprehension only

_____exposure in family
_____exposure in foreign country
if yes, which one ______________________
_____school instruction only
_____exposure in community (in the US)
_____other:_________________________

Language ______________________ Years of experience (approx) __________________
Age when you began learning the language ______
_____native proficiency
_____fluent but not native

_____exposure in family
_____exposure in foreign country
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_____mid-level
_____beginner
_____comprehension only

if yes, which one ______________________
_____school instruction only
_____exposure in community (in the US)
_____other:_________________________

Part IV This section is used to get information about your fluency as a bilingual speaker. Some
of the questions may seem to repeat questions asked earlier in the survey. Please answer them
any way. All information will remain confidential.
1.

At what age did you ﬁrst learn Spanish ________

2.

At what age did you ﬁrst learn English ________?

3.

At what age did you feel comfortable speaking this language? (If you still do not feel
comfortable, please write “not yet.”)
Spanish ________

4. At what age did you feel comfortable speaking this language? (If you still do not feel
comfortable, please write “not yet.”)
English ________
5. Which language do you predominately use at home? Spanish ________ English ________
Both ________
6.

When doing math in your head (such as multiplying 243 × 5), which language do you
calculate the numbers in? ________

7. If you have a foreign accent, which language(s) is it in? ________
8. If you had to choose which language to use for the rest of your life, which language
would it be? ________
9. How many years of schooling (primary school through university) did you have in:
Spanish ________
10. How many years of schooling (primary school through university) did you have in:
English ________
11. Do you feel that you have lost any ﬂuency in a particular language? (Y/N) ________ If
yes, which one? ________ At what age? ________
12. What country/region do you currently live in? ________
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APPENDIX D: MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FACTOR EFFECTS FOR ALL ANALYSES
Tables are presented according to the cohort analysis they belong to (the whole sample
population, the four session group, the English dominant group, or the Spanish dominant
group) and according to the dependent measure they belong to (All RT, Trimmed RT, or
accuracy). The factor that each table represents is listed in the upper right hand corner of each
table.
Overview for sessions 1-2 (n=11)


All RT (ms)

Language dominance

Spanish

Sp dominant participants
English dominant
participants

Session
1
2

SD
344.

M
1292

SD
377

1214

432

1062

325

Spanish
M
1294
1215

Testing language
Spanish
English

English
SD
355
415

M
1255
1187

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

English

M
1288

M
1195
1180

SD
388
372

Spanish
M
1416
1229
1212
1194
1222

SD
374
370

English
SD
381
354
370
333
456

M
1284
1177
1178
1164
1133

SD
402
379
388
360
320
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Stratum
M
1135
1155
1474

1
2
3



Spanish

English
SD
247
251
506

M
1105
1111
1346

SD
210
233
530

Trimmed RT (ms)
Language Dominance

Spanish
M
1224
1093

Spanish dominant participants
English dominant participants

Session
1
2

Testing language
Spanish
English

M
1163
1115

English
SD
257
280
241
258
253

M
1223
1127
1133
1117
1094

Spanish
M
1125
1146
1223

SD
313
226

SD
267
274

Spanish

Stratum
1
2
3

SD
280
246

M
1315
1154
1112
1135
1108

M
1235
1023

English

M
1164
1139

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

SD
284
227

Spanish
M
1210
1119

English

SD
313
268
302
262
198
English

SD
230
236
319

M
1105
1102
1210

SD
210
219
355

SD
291
197
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Accuracy (% accurate)
Language dominance

Spanish
M
86.54%
88.81%

Spanish dominant participants
English dominant participants

Session
1
2

Language
Spanish
English

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

Stratum
1
2
3

English
SD
13.66%
11.45%

Spanish

M
88.04%
92.42%

English

M

SD

M

SD

87.66%
87.48%

12.30%
13.19%

90.44%
89.62%

11.80%
13.21%

M

SD

87.57%
90.03%

12.73%
12.51%

Spanish
M
87.58%
88.01%
87.64%
87.12%
87.50%

English
SD
13.71%
12.35%
13.30%
12.59%
12.00%

Spanish
M
95.57%
87.50%
79.64%

M
88.19%
89.24%
89.35%
93.06%
90.30%

SD
11.95%
12.45%
13.59%
12.08%
12.25%

English
SD
8.22%
9.11%
14.52%

M
95.55%
90.54%
84.00%

SD
7.88%
8.51%
16.44%

SD
13.99%
10.02%
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Four session subgroup


All RT (ms)
Session

English
M
1288
1148
1136
1067

1
2
3
4

Language
English
Spanish

SD
631
408
388
378

M
1160
1216

Repetition

English

Stratum

SD
797
839
511
379

Spanish
SD
529
440
463
429
472

M
1312
1194
1224
1166
1185

English
M
1133
1103
1243

1
2
3

M
1294
1242
1182
1147

SD
470
662

M
1255
1131
1152
1118
1145

1
2
3
4
5



Spanish

SD
654
542
599
582
876

Spanish
SD
365
349
629

M
1154
1145
1350

SD
435
441
952

Trimmed RT (ms)
Session

English
M

1
2
3
4

Spanish
SD

1183
1130
1118
1053

M
1183
1130
1118
1053

SD
1156
1127
1137
1133

604
286
447
706
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Language
English
Spanish

M
1120
1138

Repetition

SD
516
684

English
M
1207
1084
1123
1094
1095

1
2
3
4
5

Spanish
SD
235
834
791
291
266

M
1208
1136
1154
1085
1108

English
Stratum
1
2
3



M
1123
1092
1148

SD
433
797
314
714
670

Spanish
SD
354
455
231

M
1144
1124
1148

SD
431
457
367

Accuracy (% accurate)
Session
1
2
3
4

Language
English
Spanish

English
M
SD
0.870111732
0.336415475
0.893055556
0.309257439
0.902642559
0.296650238
0.919444444
0.272340542

M
0.896347826
0.869171886

SD
0.304861818
0.337270957

English
Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

M
0.893238434
0.888501742
0.900696864
0.901041667
0.898132428

Spanish
M
SD
0.845618915
0.36156519
0.856145251
0.351187717
0.878998609
0.326355922
0.895833333
0.305688989

SD
0.309084976
0.315022677
0.299329446
0.298865609
0.302731178

Spanish
M
0.866900175
0.873263889
0.868055556
0.867826087
0.869791667

SD
0.339980426
0.332966283
0.338724519
0.338974634
0.336825009
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Stratum

English
M
0.937106918
0.915625
0.836628512

1
2
3

Spanish

SD
0.242897893
0.278094261
0.369896771

M
0.942708333
0.893416928
0.771159875

SD
0.232520214
0.308743788
0.420305742

English dominant subgroup


All RT (ms)

Session
1
2

Language
Spanish
English

Spanish
M
1187
1241

M
1214
1062

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

SD
315
524

M
986
1137

M
1319
1180
1179
1179
1213

English
SD
380
383
431
387
563

M
1101
1060
1038
1050
1058

SD
225
218
603

M
1012
1012
1161

Spanish
M
1092
1074
1477

SD
157
419

SD
432
325

Spanish

Stratum
1
2
3

English

SD
293
341
332
358
314

English
SD
186
182
487
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Trimmed RT (ms)

Session

Spanish
M
1062
1070

1
2

Language
Spanish
English

1066
1010

Spanish

English
SD
205
205
206
250
214

M
1056
1006
971
1001
1014

Spanish
M
1052
1045
1103

SD
181
207
149
210
177

English
SD
220
201
253

M
997
992
1040

SD
178
164
212

Accuracy (% accurate)

Session
1
2

SD
147
215

226
186

M
1208
1022
1025
1058
1019

1
2
3

M
979
1041

SD

Stratum



SD
193
256

M

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

English

Spanish
M
89.12%
88.50%

SD
0.100036765
0.127938435

English
M
94.67%
90.17%

SD
0.062240452
0.123800552
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Repetition

Spanish
M
88.63%
87.92%
89.58%
89.17%
88.75%

1
2
3
4
5

Stratum

SD
0.125875133
0.120538185
0.123190932
0.102413406
0.105607846

M
92.50%
91.25%
92.08%
94.17%
92.08%

Spanish
M
96.25%
90.00%
80.18%

1
2
3

English
SD
0.090496714
0.109613349
0.10108961
0.102413406
0.10108961

English

SD
0.057863756
0.06681531
0.13658088

M
97.50%
92.25%
87.50%

SD
0.050507627
0.066288254
0.135995948

Spanish dominant subgroup (n = 6)


All RT (ms)

Session

Spanish

English

M
1
2

Language
Spanish
English

1383
1194

M

M
364
295

SD
1368
1216

413
322

SD
1288
1292

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5

SD

344
377

Spanish
M
1496
1270
1239
1207
1229

English
SD
368
328
314
287
352

M
1436
1274
1295
1259
1196

SD
420
386
397
337
316

141
Stratum

English

M
1170
1223
1472

1
2
3



Spanish
SD
260
259.
414

M
1182
1194
1500

SD
198
240
519

Trimmed RT (ms)
Session

Spanish
M
1323
1126

1
2

Language
Spanish
English

M
1224
1235

Repetition

English
SD
260
310
250
258
276

M
1357
1210
1250
1208
1150

SD
237
243
344

M
1182
1179
1345

Spanish

SD
331
279
338
263
189
English

Accurate (% accurate)

Session
1
2

SD
336
216

SD
284
291

M
1158
1211
1303

1
2
3

M
1310
1161

Spanish

Stratum



SD
292
239

M
1398
1237
1164
1171
1153

1
2
3
4
5

English

Spanish
M
SD
86.45%
0.138757757
86.63%
0.135262735

English
M
SD
86.91% 0.140385516
89.17% 0.139219332

SD
198
224
386
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Language
Spanish
English

M
86.54%
88.04%

Repetition
1
2
3
4
5
Stratum
1
2
3

Spanish
M
86.71%
88.10%
86.01%
85.42%
86.46%

SD
0.136641046
0.139870427

SD
0.147157497
0.127775313
0.140380314
0.141736677
0.13152607

English
M
84.61%
87.57%
87.07%
92.13%
88.82%

Spanish
English
M
SD
M
SD
95.00% 0.098182639
93.93% 0.093698461
85.42% 0.103351329
89.11% 0.09634334
79.20% 0.153078104
81.08% 0.180904624

SD
0.129859016
0.134955644
0.157116926
0.135025636
0.137644225
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